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Anthem Blue Cross is now part of our portfolio.
And the news gets better.  

Your clients will save 6% on all products bundled with dental including vision and life.
It’s a CoPower exclusive.

Call your LISI Sales Rep for details at 866.570.5474.

CoPower provides third-party administrative services in connection with Anthem Blue Cross products. Dental HMO products underwritten 
by Anthem Blue Cross; dental PPO, vision and life products underwritten by Anthem Blue Cross Life and Health Insurance Company.

Anthem Blue Cross is the trade name of Blue Cross of California. Anthem Blue Cross and Anthem Blue Cross Life and Health Insurance 
Company are independent licensees of the Blue Cross Association. ANTHEM is a registered trademark of Anthem Insurance Companies, Inc. 
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B
y now, most California agents 
have decided how they will 
approach the upcoming open 
enrollment for individual and 

family plans. By all accounts, most 
agents are coming back for more.  Battle-
tested and better informed by last years’ 
experience, these agents are opportun-
ists in the best sense of the word. What 
looks like an insurmountable barrier to 
other agents, they just call it another 
challenge. They have built successful 
agencies because of this ardent perspec-
tive, not in spite of it. They’re smart, 
resourceful and will bring new resources 
and technology to this season. They 
will find a way to make this work. 

Other agents may be more cautious or on 
the fence, searching for a compelling rea-
son to invest more time, money or emotion 
into the completely overhauled individual 
market. This is especially true if they found 
the whole process unbearably difficult dur-
ing the first open enrollment. They’ve done 
their financial analysis and may have de-
termined the new commissions are too low 
to support the additional effort required.  
Or experience has taught them to wait and 
learn by others’ mistakes. These agents 
have a solid track record of success, mostly 
because they’ve always taken measured 
steps and gathered data before leaping. 

Most successful agents follow sound 
business strategies like those shared 
by the great general and strategist Sun 
Tzu who said, “Victorious warriors win 
first and then go to war, while defeated 
warriors go to war first and then seek 
to win.” No, we’re not talking about 
a literal war against a person, army, 
or organization. I’m talking about the 
age-old battle to run a successful agency 
and the responsibility of meeting pay-
roll. It’s about serving their clients well 
and delivering on promises. Last year, 
that was hard to do for both on and off 
exchange plans as most agents had more 
questions than answers. For both, I 
 offer this overview and my perspective. 

What new tools, partners or strategies 
are needed? Governor Brown signed leg-

islation that changes the open enrollment 
period for coverage in the individual 
market next year to November 15, 2014 
through February 15, 2015. This means 
that agents have even less time to enroll 
while also renewing their active clients. 
Consider what you have to work with and 
if your tools (weapons) are suitable for 
the upcoming enrollment. For example, 
how effective are your telemarketing 
and SE  or lead  partners in finding 
new prospects? Can you afford to use 
the same tactics in 2015? If targeting 
the huge Latino market, do you really 
have the market expertise and language 
skills for this?  Have you considered 
running your marketing campaign by 
an expert in this niche market?   Many 
community-based open enrollment events 
are seeking agents to help enroll. Are you 
connected with these events? How many 
enrollments can you do to be successful?  

Your clients are being solicited by other 
agents and may demand time-intensive 
quoting and comparisons of their op-
tions. Some are interested in comparing 
group versus individual policies and 
more complex quotes with subsidies and 
multiple contribution scenarios. How well 
does your current technology serve this 
need? Do you know everything you need 
to advise clients through this impor-
tant decision?  The off-exchange indi-
vidual market is robust and competitive. 
 WellPoint, for example, recently reported 
that about 20% of the roughly one mil-
lion customers it expected to enroll in 
new plans nationwide would be off the 
exchanges. Other carriers estimated 30% 
to 40% of their enrollees chose coverage 
outside the exchanges. In California, 
Assurant, Sutter Health Plan, and other 
plans are actually entering the individual 
market (and neither are on-exchange 
plans).  How well versed are you in these 
new products and are you appointed? 

Consumer driven plans are growing, 
but may need a closer look for individual 
policies. The popularity of individual 
health savings accounts is at risk due the 
elimination of the individual deductible. 

This means that families with HSA plans 
could have to pay up to twice as much for 
care than before – over $6,000 more than 
they did in 2013 – if just one member of 
the family has an accident or comes down 
with a serious illness. With the appeal 
of Bronze and Silver plans, this is an 
important caution for your clients who 
just started to understand how HSAs 
work or expect they will work the same 
as in the employer market.  Be familiar 
with these pitfalls and prepared to ex-
plain them as these rates are appealing.

Opportunities multiply as they are 
seized. According to new data from the 
Kaiser Family Foundation, more than 
544,000 of the 1.4 million Californians 
enrolled through Covered California were 
previously uninsured. There are still 
millions of uninsured Californians and 
not all are Medi-Cal or subsidy-eligible. 
Think self-employed, recent grads, 
post-COBRA and the constant wave of 
entrepreneurs who start with individual 
policies before growing large enough for 
group. Also new, certified agents may 
now receive some compensation ($58) 
for completed Medi-Cal enrollment.  

The exchange is competitive. Covered 
California will offer just 10 plans in 
2015.  Contra Costa Health Plan de-
cided to leave. There’s no big scandal; 
just a business decision that affects only 
1,100 members. They did enroll over 
30,000 in Medi-Cal, which is their real 
focus. No major changes and the major 
carriers are still participating in 2015. 
Also, there will be no linkage from your 
website to Covered California this year 
(Web-based entity). That decision could 
be made in 2015 for 2016 so plan on in-
person or phone enrollment this year. 

There are no big benefit changes 
this year. The Covered California plan 
designs won’t change much for 2015. 
That is good news if you like your plan 
and want to keep it (pun intended). 
Pediatric dental coverage will be embed-
ded this year and optional dental for 
adults will be offered.  Public comments 
to revise benefit designs e.g. lower-

Guest Editorial  by Michael Lujan, RHU, CHRS

The Art of War (and Individual Health Insurance)
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SHOP for 
renewals.

The Small Business Health Options 
Program (SHOP) from Covered 
California gives small businesses 
advantages they won’t find 
anywhere else.
 
The SHOP Marketplace offers plans from 
multiple carriers, all compatible with the 
Covered California Individual Exchange. 
Qualified small groups can also receive 
substantial tax credits – available only 
for plans purchased through SHOP. And 
with no late fees, no service fees and a 
single bill, it’s never been easier for small 
businesses to discover great benefits.

Welcome to SHOP.

(877) 453-9198 

www.CoveredCA.com
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ing the OOP max, high coinsurance for 
expensive drugs) were not  ignored but 
won’t happen before 2016. This is an area 
where off-exchange plans can be more 
appealing as the amount of  financial 
exposure for some, may outweigh the 
benefit of a partial subsidy A T .

The rates are stable, so far.  About 
half of overed alifornia participants 
will see their rates go down, stay con-
stant or rise less than 5%. Only a few 

 will see rates rise more than 
8%.  You can check you local region 
here: http://www.coveredca.com/PDFs/

health plans booklet .pdf
The narrow network issues that caused 

so much confusion this year are slowly 
getting resolved. While not a new con-
cept, networks got very narrow in 2014 
and both providers and carriers were not 
clear about who was in or out.  The ex-
change is working closely with carriers to 
ensure their provider directories are accu-
rate and Anthem lue ross announced 
that it has already added ,  doctors 
to its network.  For some perspective on 
narrow networks in other states, consider 
New York. With only a few exceptions for 

rural areas, the exchange in New York 
 State of ealth  does not cover non

emergency, non-network providers. For 
the most part, it’s in-network only in NY.  

n alifornia, agents do not have to 
reapply on behalf of their individual 
clients and clients can just keep their 
bill and they’ll keep your plan, accord-
ing to overed alifornia. f course, 
some clients may want to examine their 
options just in case or if they want to 
try their hand at another network.

More than 12,000 licensed insurance 
agents were certified in  for the inau-
gural open enrollment season. While it is 
estimated less than half of those certified 
agents actually sold and enrolled consum-
ers in overed alifornia, these certified 
agents accounted for 80% of the in-person 
enrollment in the exchange. More than 

,  alifornians enrolled in the 
exchange through an agent and hundreds 
of thousands more off-exchange. The agent 
role in the individual market is secure 
but requires preparation and possibly 
new tools and partners. I would be re-
miss if I did not make a plea for joining 

A .  our success depends on timely 

and accurate information  which flows 
generously from your local and state 

A  chapter meetings and updates.  
’ll close as  started by quoting Sun Tzu,

“In the midst of chaos, there 
is also opportunity.”
–––––––––
Michael Lujan, RHU, CHRS is Co 

o nder and hief ales fficer for 
Limelight Health, a Silicon Valley-based 
startup with a suite of cloud-based 
technolog  prod cts  alified leads and 
sales tools for health insurance agents. 
In 2012, Lujan helped establish Cov-
ered California. He served as director of 
Sales and Marketing for the individual 
and small group segments and recruited 
more than  agents to get certified  
A former agent, general agent and direc-
tor of sales for Blue Shield of California, 
Lujan is an outspoken advocate for 
the agent distribution channel, small 
business and the uninsured.†Michael 
is CAHU President-Elect and Chair 
for CAHU’s new Diversity Task Force, 
aimed to promote our diverse agent 
membership and mobilize licensed 
agents to serve all Californians.



      Type     Mkt.  Comm.
  Ratings Product SPDA Initial Guar. Bailout  Val. Min. Street
Company Name Bests Fitch S&P (Qual./Non-Qual.) FPDA Interest Period Rate Surrender Charges (y/N) Contrib. (May Vary)

American Equity  A-  BBB+ ICC13 MYGA (Guarantee 5) (Q/NQ) S 2.25%* 5 yr. None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 0 Yes $10,000 (Q) &  3.00%, age 0-75 & 
            $10,000 (NQ) 2.10%, age 76-80**

    ICC13 MYGA (Guarantee 6) (Q/NQ) S 2.45%* 6 yr. None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 0 Yes $10,000 (Q) & 3.00%, age 0-75 & 
            $10,000 (NQ) 2.10%, age 76-80**

    ICC13 MYGA (Guarantee 7) (Q/NQ) S 2.70*% 7 yr. None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 0 Yes $10,000 (Q) & 3.00%, age 0-75 & 
            $10,000 (NQ) 2.10%, age 76-80**

 *Effective 6/30/14. Current interest rates are subject to change on new issues. **Commission may vary by issue age and state. See Commission Schedule for details

.American General Life A A+ A+ American Pathway S 4.40%* 1 yr.  None 10%, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0 Yes $5,000 (NQ) 4.00% age 0-75
Insurance Companies     Fixed MYG 10 Annuity (Q/NQ)        2.20% age 76-80
                    *CA Rates Effective 8/1/14. First year rate includes 3% interest bonus.   1.70% age 81-85

American General Life  A A+ A+  American Pathway F 3.40%* 1 yr. None 8%, 8, 8, 7, 6, 5, 3, 1, 0 No $5,000 (NQ) 2.20% age 0-75
Insurance Companies     Flex Fixed 8 Annuity (Q/NQ)       $2,000 (Q) 1.70% age 76-80
                                                                                                                                                                                                 *CA Rates Effective 8/1/14. Includes 2.00% 1st year bonus, 140% base rate subsequent years. 1.20% age 81-85
 
American General Life A A+ A+ American Pathway Fixed S 5.35%*  1 yrs. None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0  Yes $5,000 (NQ) 2.75% age 0-75
Insurance Companies     MVA 9 Plus Annuity  (Q/NQ)        1.70% age 76-80
                             *CA Rates Effective  8/1/14  First year rate includes 4.0% bonus 1st year.   1.20% age 81-85

 
American General Life A  A  A+ American Pathway Select S 2.35%* 10 yrs. None 10%, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Yes $5,000 (NQ) 1.20% age 0-80 (5 yr.)
Insurance Companies    MVA 10 Annuity  (Q/NQ)       $5,000 (Q)      .90% age 81-85 (5 yr.)

             2.50% age 0-80 (7 yr.)
             1.75% age 81-85 (7 yr.)

             2.00% age  0-80 (10  yr.)
           *CA Rates Effective   8/1/14 1.20% age  81-85 (10  yr.)

Genworth Life & A A-  A- SecureLiving Rate Saver S 2.55%* 7 yrs. None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 Yes $25,000 (NQ) Varies 0-85
Annuity Insurance Co.       2.15% 5 yrs. None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, ,0  *Effective 7/16/14. Based on $250K or more. 

Great American Life A A+ A+ SecureGain 5 (Q/NQ) S 1.95% 5 yrs. N/A 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5 Yes $10,000  2.50% 18-80 (Q),
             0-80 (NQ)  
Effective 7/30/14. Includes .25% first-year bonus and is for purchase payments over $100,000. Escalating five-year yield is 1.95%. For under $100,000 first-year rate is 1.85%. Escalating rate five-year yield 1.85%.  1.50% 81-89 (Q&NQ)

Great American Life A A+ A+ SecureGain 7 (Q/NQ) S 2.40% 7 yrs. N/A 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 Yes $10,000  3.50% 18-80 (Q),
             0-80 (NQ)  
Effective 7/30/14.. Includes 1.00% first-year bonus and is for purchase payments over $100,000. Escalating seven-year yield is 2.29%. For under $100,000 first-year rate is 2.30%. Escalating rate seven-year yield 2.19%.  1.50% 81-85 (Q&NQ) 
   
Great American Life A A+ A+ Secure American (Q/NQ) S 1.40%* 1 yr. N/A 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 No $10,000 5.75% 0-70
             4.65% 71-80         
    *Effective 7/30/14.. Eff. yield is 2.42% based on 1.40% first year rate, 1.00% available portion of 10% annuitization bonus (available starting in contract year two) and 0.03% interest on available portion of bonus at the rate of 1.40%.  4.40% 81-89 
       Surrender value interest rate 1.40%. Accepts additional purchase payments in first three contract years. COM12255

Jackson  A+  AA AA Bonus Max (Q/NQ) F 3.45%* 1 yr.  None 8.25%, 7.25%, 6.50%, 5.50%, Yes $5,000 (NQ) 6.00% 0-80
Insurance Company.           3.75%, 2.75%, 1.75%,0.75%**  $5,000 (Q) 3.00% 81-85
             1.50% 86-90
                    *Effective 12/20/13. The first year interest rate includes any first year additional interest, if applicable. Interest rates in subsequent years will be 

less. **Each premium payment, including any subsequent premiums, is subject to the withdrawal charge scheduled as detailed.

 
The Lincoln  A+ AA AA MYGuarantee Plus 5 S 1.25%* 5 yr. None 7%, 7, 6, 5, 4, 0 Yes $10,000 (Q/NQ)
Insurance Company                                                        *Rates Effective 8/1/14 for premium less than $100,000 and are subject to change

The Lincoln  A+ AA AA MYGuarantee Plus 7 S 1.80%* 7 yr. None 7%, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 0  Yes $10,000 (Q/NQ)
Insurance Company                                                       *Rates Effective  8/1/14 for premium less than $100,000 and are subject to change.

North American Co. A+  AA-  A+ Boomer Annuity (Q/NQ) F 6.57%* 1 yr. None 15%,14,13,12,11,10,8,6,4,2 Yes $2,000 (Q) 7.00% (0-75)
for Life and Health            $10,000 (NQ) 5.25% (76-80)

* 6.57% First Year Yield reflects a 5% Premium Bonus in years 1-5, annuitization bonus after year 10. Penalties are waived at death. This yield assumes no withdrawals. The Interest Rate is based on current rates as of 4/29/14 and is subject to change.

Reliance Standard A+  A+ Eleos-MVA S 2.85%* 1 yr. None 8%, 7, 6, 5, 4 Yes $10,000 3.25%**
*Effective 6/9/14. Includes 1.00% 1st yr. bonus. Min. guarantee is 1.00%. **Reduced 20% ages 76-80, and 40% ages 81-85

Reliance Standard A+  A+ Apollo MVA (Q/NQ) S 4.30%* 1 yr.  None 9%, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 2  Yes $5,000 4.00% to age 75**
Includes 2.00% 1st yr. bonus. Min. guarantee 1.00% **Reduced 20%, ages 76-80, and 40% ages 81-85. Effective 6/17/14 

Symetra Life, Inc. A A+ A Custom 7 (Q/NQ) S 2.70%* 7 yrs. N/A 8%, 8, 7, 7, 6, 5, 4, 0 No $10,000  Varies
*Effective 6/24/14.  2.20% base rate with no guaranteed return of purchase payments. Plus 0.50% bonus for $250,000 and above.

Annuity Sampler      August 1, 2014
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Understanding 
Medicare Is a Must for 
Group and Individual 
Agents and Brokers

Medicare Supplements4by Margaret Stedt, LPRT, C.S.A.

Medicare is the nation’s largest 
health insurance program covering over 
47 million Americans. Medicare is ad-
ministered by the Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Services (CMS). Part A and 
Part B are called Original Medicare. 
Part A is considered coverage for facili-
ties and Part B is medical coverage.

Agents and brokers should access 
the ‘Medicare and You’ 2014 book-
let found on the www.medicare.gov 
website. Read section two very care-
fully. You need to especially note the 
pages that address who pays first. t 
varies by the size of group and the type 
of coverage. You should also read the 
Medicare pamphlet, “Who Pays First.”

For groups with fewer than 20 
employees (counting noses), Medicare 
is the primary payer and the group 
plan is the secondary payer. Medicare 
eligible employees and their Medicare 
eligible dependents should enroll in 
both Part A and B (also called Origi-
nal Medicare). With most group plans 
they may continue on the group plan. 

For groups with more than 20 em-
ployees, the group insurance plan is 
the primary payer and Medicare is the 
secondary payer. As long as the em-

ployee and/or the dependent is em-
ployed, in most cases, they do not need 
to enroll in Part B of Medicare, except 
a retired or non-employed spouse. 

Regardless of the size of the em-
ployer group, it is important to note 
that, if the dependent spouse is retired 
or not employed (a non-working 
spouse), the dependent should enroll 
in Medicare Part B as soon as they 
are eligible at age 65 or when they 
retire although they will be going on 
their working spouse’s group plan. 
Not doing so could result in a delay of 
enrollment into Part B and delayed 
coverage, plus a 10% penalty for each 
full year the Medicare eligible person 
delays enrollment in Part B of Medi-
care. And, if they did not have credit-
able Part D coverage, they could be 
subject to the Part D penalty (1% per 
month for each month they did not 
have creditable prescription cover-
age). They are delayed to the general 
enrollment period from January 1 to 
March 31 each year. Part B cover-
age then begins July 1 of that year.

This situation is coming up more 
and more in our Medicare educa-
tional meetings. ecently  met with a 

retiring employee whose non-working 
spouse was facing a 40% penalty 
for four years of not having Part B 
coverage; plus she faces a delay in 
coverage to the general enrollment 
period due to misinformation from 
the employer and their broker.

Employees and/or their depen-
dents (or disabled family member) 
may sign up for Part A and/or B:
•  When first eligible turning age .
•  Anytime they are still covered 

under the employer plan, or
•  During the eight-month period 

that begins the month after em-
ployment ends or the coverage 
ends, whichever happens first.
Usually there is no late enroll-

ment penalty if the Medicare eligible 
person signs up during these times:
•  Their initial enrollment period 

(three months before their birth-
day, the month of their birthday, or 
three months after their birthday

•  Or during a special enroll-
ment period (for example loss 
of employer coverage is one.)
Note: The special enrollment period 

does not apply to people with end 
stage renal disease. Always have 
the individual contact Medicare 
at 800-Medicare for more details 
or individual specific situations.

COBRA

COBRA coverage and retiree health 
plans are not considered group insur-
ance coverage. These individuals will 
not be offered a special enrollment 
period into Medicare Part A and/or B 
and may be subject to delayed enroll-
ment to the general enrollment period. 
When the former employee and/or 
dependent who is 65 or older elects 
to go on a COBRA plan, it is very 
important to enroll in the Part A and 
B of Medicare within eight months of 
losing their group coverage. Also, if 
they are turning 65 while on COBRA, 
they should also enroll in Part A and 
B of Medicare. Employees/dependents 
who are on Medicare and become 
eligible for Medicare must be allowed 
to enroll in Medicare Coverage. (Many 
individual plans are also not consid-
ered creditable coverage after age 65.) 

Most employers do not understand 
these Medicare requirements and 

T
oo many agents and brokers who specialize in the 
group and individual markets are not educating 
themselves and their clients about Medicare eligi-
bility. This may create coverage delays and lifetime 

penalties for the edicare beneficiaries when they leave 
the group or individual coverage or enroll in COBRA.
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may be misadvising individuals at 
the time of A notification. ote, 
if the individual is on COBRA and 
their coverage runs out, if they have 

art A and  of edicare, typically 
the edicare supplement plans allow 
for guarantee issue only at the end 
of A coverage. nless they are 
newly covered under art , which 
is a guarantee issue situation.

t is especially important for groups 
of 20 or more to make sure that nei-
ther the employer nor you, in any way, 
influences or forces edicare eligibles 
to leave their group insurance plans. 

edicare informational meetings must 
be available to all employees over 
and under age . f employers want 
to contribute toward their employees 
and or employees’ art  coverage or 
senior insurance plans it is important 
that they contribute the same amount 
for all employees dependents. There 
must be no discrimination regardless 
of age. Always make sure they discuss 
this with their A and tax advisors.

As the group or individual agent bro-
ker, you need to be aware of these im-
portant edicare art  eligibility and 
coverages or it can result in misinfor-
mation and some serious lifetime pen-
alties for the edicare eligible individ-
ual whose coverage was delayed. ou 
have many resources available to you 
to help you provide the best service for 
your clients  Access the edicare web-
site  work with a edicare trained and 
certified agent  contact the employer 
plan’s group departments and edi-
care plan departments. Also, oin the 

ational Association of ealth nder-
writers A , which keeps mem-
bers informed everyday of changes, 
issues and pending legislation. A  
also provides training and broker to
broker resources. t is up to you to be 
the best informed agent to service your 
clients about edicare eligibility  q
––––––––––
Margaret Stedt, LPRT and CSA is 
owner of Stedt Insurance Services, 
which was established in 2003. She is 
president elect of the Orange County 
Association of Health Underwrit-
ers and specializes in Medicare 
supplement plans including Medi-
care supplements, Medicare Advan-
tage and stand-alone D plans.

by Bill Haynor
Anyone watching the news will notice the 

steady increase in Medicare supplement 
policy purchases. It’s understandable given 
the concern that out-of-pocket costs appear 
to be rising and the uncertainty of where they 
will level off — if at all. Insurance agents are 
getting more seniors inquiring about such of-
ferings. The key for these brokers is in how to 
close these deals before a rival does.

Many agents will dive into the specific 
coverage and cost options, but that’s not 
where to start the conversation with a pro-
spective policyholder. Confusion still reigns 
in the customer’s mind about their Medicare 
options. Many may want to go the Medicare 
Advantage route, but selling these offerings 
can be a hassle given the regulatory hurdles 
surrounding such policies. The best option 
may be to find a national partner that can 
handle these leads and turn your attention 
to the supplement market. It’s a less labor-
intensive segment that enjoys a high renewal 
rate with customers. When you do, focus on 
emphasizing these five selling points to get 
the customer primed to sign.

Medicare supplement policies require no 
physical exam. There’s no need in order to 
qualify for supplement insurance. Many poli-
cies can also be approved in a matter of days 
so the barriers to getting one are often small, 
and very likely non-existent. Become famil-
iar with carriers that you represent. There is 
almost always a carrier for each individual’s 
circumstance, so being familiar with differ-
ent carriers’ guidelines will give you an edge 
and help you place the business with the 
most appropriate company.

Medicare supplement policies are portable. 
A supplement policy enables the customer to 
take their policy to any provider (doctor, clinic, 
or hospital) that accepts Medicare. It gives the 
customer the freedom to determine which 
medical practitioner will provide the best care 
for their needs without being restricted to a 
limited-area provider network.

Medicare supplement policies travel with 
you. Policies are not only portable by provid-
er, but also by geography. Coverage is valid 
in any state; some even go so far as to cover 
individuals who are traveling overseas. This 
can be a key selling point as more and more 
seniors spend their retirement years jet-set-
ting around the U.S. and the globe.

Medicare supplement policies can pre-
vent an unexpected personal financial cri-

sis. There will be some seniors who believe 
their net worth and prudent financial invest-
ments will help them cover any unexpected 
out-of-pocket costs. That may be true for 
now. I can tell you first hand, though, that 
circumstances can change quickly. I was a 
very healthy 70-year-old, a daily runner, ten-
nis player, golfer and swimmer. Seemingly 
overnight, I began to experience health is-
sues. Over a  period of two years I had ar-
throscopic surgery on my left knee for a torn 
meniscus, double hernia surgery, cataract 
surgery on my left eye, open heart surgery for 
four blocked arteries and a torn mitral valve 
and, finally, surgery for a ruptured appendix. 
The total cost was close to $600,000. My 
out-of-pocket costs would have been close 
to $120,000 if it weren’t for my Medicare 
supplement policy, which covered it all. Bro-
kers who can paint such a scenario with 
prospects may turn their no into a continued 
discussion.

Medicare supplement paperwork can 
often be completed in 30 minutes or less. 
Make it easy for seniors to start the process. 
Seniors may be overwhelmed with the choic-
es. Allay their fears by telling them about the 
multiple options that exist in terms of cover-
age and providers and help them identify 
the plan that’s right for them. The less com-
plicated you can make the issue, the better. 
Offer them a chance to get going before you 
end the appointment, but minimize the time 
that’s required of them.

There are plenty of insurance brokers com-
peting for the same business. The key is to 
not dwell immediately on the different policy 
features. Take the consultative approach. 
With seniors, the key is to give them peace of 
mind by outlining the five benefits. Once this 
is done, you can help them determine which 
Medicare supplement policy is right for them. 
Do so at the first meeting, and you ll have a 
much better chance in closing the deal. q
––––––––––
Bill Haynor is the founder and CEO of Se-
niorQuote Insurance Services, a nationwide 
provider of Medicare-related products and 
services. Haynor holds more than 30 years 
of e perience in t e insurance and t e fi-
nancial services industries and personally 
knows the issues related to seniors navigat-
ing through the confusing Medicare insur-
ance market. To learn more visit http://www.
seniorquote.com or contact Haynor here 
bhaynor@seniorquote.com. 

Five Selling Points to Close
More Medicare Supplement Deals
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Medicare Part D 
Could Be Just 
What the
Doctor Ordered 

Medicare Supplements4by Melissa Homa

Prescription drugs are a vital com-
ponent of U.S. health care. They help 
people live healthier, more comfortable 
lives, which is why the demand and cost 
for them will continue to increase. A 
Mayo Clinic study observed that nearly 
70% of Americans were prescribed at 
least one medication in 2009. In a 2013 
report, the NCHS found that 90% of 
adults aged 65 and older took at least 
one prescription in the 30 days lead-
ing up to the study, and 39.7% of those 
adults took five or more prescriptions.

The problem is that many Ameri-
cans can’t afford the prescription 
drugs they need. Seniors with fixed 
incomes have an especially hard time 
footing the bill, which is why most 
purchase the prescription drug cover-
age through Medicare called Part D. 

The Golden-Ager Opportunity 

Approximately ,  people turn  
and become eligible for Medicare every 
day, and most beneficiaries have the 

need for Part D coverage. There is an 
overwhelming number of Part D plans 
available, which insurance agents in 
the senior market can capitalize on 
and use as an effective door opener. 
A broker’s ability to cut through the 
Part-D clutter and pinpoint the best 
drug plans is a desirable service that 
many seniors decide to take advan-
tage of, resulting in commissions.

PDP commissions are holding steady 
for another year. For the 2015 selling 
season, initial commissions are $56 
and renewals are $28 for all years. In 

alifornia, the maximum amount the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS) will allow insurance 
companies to pay agents and brokers 
is $510 in initial MA commissions, 
and renewals for all years are up to 
50% of the initial commissions.  

Tricks of the Trade

Time is very valuable to agents, and 
one tip to maximize it when working 
with Part D clients is to ask them for 
a list of drugs they’re taking. Knowing 
which medications they need makes it 
easy to find the right plans for them 
fast. Agents can then compare costs and 
pharmacies against their clients’ lists to 
help them get the most for their money.

Part D plans can change on a 

T
hink about your experiences at the  pharmacy 
counter. Have you ever been shocked by 
what you owe for a prescription (even af-
ter applying your health insurance)? If 

so, it’s not surprising considering the fact that 
 Americans spent $263 billion on prescription 
drugs in 2011, according to a 2013 report by the 
 National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS).
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year-to-year basis, and switching 
from one to another can result in 
decreased premium costs. To look 
out for their clients’ best interests, 
agents should check in with them 
each year to see if their prescrip-
tions are still covered by their cur-
rent plans or if better options have 
become available. A Kaiser Family 
Foundation study showed that from 

 to , only  of beneficia-
ries switched drug plans during each 
AEP despite changes to out-of-pocket 
costs and coverage, which means 
that agents have the opportunity to 
help a lot of seniors save money. 

The Future of Part D Plans

For better or worse, the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
has proposed several changes to Part 
D plans that may be coming down the 
pike in 2015, including limits in the 
number of plans offered. This proposal 
would only allow insurers to offer two 
prescription drug plans in the same 
service area: one basic and one en-
hanced plan. An analysis from Avalere 
Health found that this proposition 
would require 39% of all enhanced 
plans to be eliminated by 2016, which 
would be an extreme change, but one 
that could have a positive outcome. 

The Part D program is very complex 
with an excessive number of plans to 
choose from. Also beneficiaries are 
expected to weigh the benefit and 
formulary differences, cost levels, 
and plan reputations for each one. In 
California, there were 31 PDPs avail-
able for 2014, and that’s not includ-
ing MAPDs. Reducing the number of 
options would simplify the program 
and could make enrollees more likely 
to consider switching plans if and when 
it could benefit their bottom line.  

In a Nutshell

Part D plans may not make sense for 
every edicare beneficiary, but his-
torically they’re elected by most. On 
an individual basis, PDP and MAPD 
commissions might not seem like much; 
however, they have the potential to 
accumulate quickly due to the constant, 
fundamental need for them. As with 
any health program, Part D has some 
issues, but the ever-increasing senior 

market, need for prescription drugs, 
and cost for those drugs are compelling 
enough reasons for insurance agents 
in the senior market to add prescrip-
tion drug plans to their portfolios. q
–––––––––
Melissa Homa is the copywriter and 
editor at Ritter Insurance Marketing 
(Ritter). She received her B.A. from 
Temple University. Ritter is a national 

Field Marketing Organization that 
solves the distribution needs of more 
than 70 insurance companies in the 
senior health and life markets. Rit-
ter’s proprietary services, including 
a customized CRM system and quot-
ing tools, have earned the company 
its reputation as a technology leader 
in the insurance industry. For more 
information, visit www.ritterim.com.

A Medicare Part D Primer
Part D reduces the out-of-pocket costs that Medicare benefi-
ciaries pay for their medications. Everyone with Medicare is 
eligible for it regardless of income. Seniors with limited income 
and resources may qualify for more highly subsidized coverage. 
There are two ways to get prescription drug coverage, one of 
which is to join a Medicare drug plan. A prescription drug plan 
(PDP) adds coverage to Original Medicare (Part A or B), and can 
be used to supplement a Medicare Cost Plan, a Medical Sav-
ings Account (MSA) Plan, and some Medicare Private Fee-for-
Service (PFFS) Plans. 

The second way to get Part D is to join a Medicare Advantage (MA) 
plan or another Medicare health plan that includes prescription drug 
coverage. Medicare Advantage plans with prescription drug coverage 
are often referred to as MAPDs. They offer all Medicare coverage un-
der one policy, including Part A (hospital insurance), Part B (medical 
insurance), and Part D.

Part D is available through insurance companies and other 
private companies approved by Medicare, which gives consumers 
freedom of choice. Companies design their plans using different 
criteria, including network pharmacies, lists of covered prescrip-
tion drugs called “formularies,” and coverage rules, resulting in 
a wide range of options. Many plans are structured in tiers that 
have different costs associated with them. For example, the low-
est tier may have the lowest co-payment and so on. 

Medicare beneficiaries who don t join a drug plan when they re 
first eligible and choose to do so later may have to pay a late en-
rollment penalty. Once they sign up, consumers may not be able 
to make changes to their plans until the next annual enrollment 
Period (AEP), which runs from October 15 to December 7. 



Helping Your
Self-Funded
Clients Manage 
Specialty Drug Costs

Self Funding4by David Zanze

There is a huge pricing differential 
between the average cost of traditional 
and specialty drugs. This is because 
the unit prices for individual specialty 
medications are typically high. For 
example, Solvadia, a new specialty 
pharmacy drug for treating Hepatitis C, 
costs approximately $28,000 per month 
and $84,000 for the full 12-week treat-
ment (Standard treatment also includes 
the drugs Pegatron and/or Ribaviran). 

Today, specialty pharmaceuticals 
represent one of the fastest growing areas 
in health care with these medications 
accounting for approximately 25% of 
total drug spending in the United States. 
Some experts predict that spending to 
quadruple in the next six years. The FDA 
has been approving specialty drugs at 
a remarkable rate; last year, 17 of the 
25 drugs approved by the FDA were 
specialty medications. This year, the FDA 
approved nine specialty drugs in the first 

quarter. The FDA is expected to continue 
approving specialty drugs in higher 
volumes, with some estimates predicting 
70% of top-selling drugs to be specialty 
medications within the next four years. 

Because the drug approval process can 
take 12 years, it can be quite costly. Most 
drug manufacturers must make back 
their costs for research and development 
within the first  to  months of put-
ting the drug on the market, forcing these 
high costs onto the consumer. Lowering 
costs is challenging because of the many 
players in producing and setting the pric-
ing of specialty drugs. There are manu-
facturers, distributors, providers, and 
health and pharmacy benefit plans, many 
of whom have a stake in keeping distri-
bution and administration costs high. 
Additionally, because specialty drugs are 
utilized by only a small subset of patients, 
lower demand can cause unit prices to be 
astronomical for complex medications. 

Self-funded employers have unique 
challenges determining how to manage 
and administer specialty drugs for their 
plan population and how those costs 
should be distributed. However, self-fund-
ing also provides multiple opportunities 
to lower or limit specialty drug spending. 
At each stage of administering specialty 
drugs, there are opportunities to reduce 
costs and ensure the best outcomes by 
tailoring your approach with the help 
and services provided by your PBM. 

Your PBM Can Help! 

The best way a self-funded employer 
can manage specialty drug spending is 
through a partnership with a trusted 
pharmacy benefit manager . A 

 manages a pharmacy benefit plan 
for self-funded employers. Its primary 
role is to determine where, how, why, 
and at what costs drugs should be 
administered to participants. You and 
your client should work closely with a 
PBM to design a pharmacy plan that 
balances effectiveness with cost. A 
PBM can help your client estimate drug 
spending and negotiate the lowest rates 
for pharmaceutical services, specifically 
when it comes to specialty medications. 
Many PBMs have experience dealing 
with the specialty pharmacy industry 
and can provide insight for implement-
ing solutions that meet their needs at 
the lowest possible cost, in addition to 

I
n the traditional prescription drug marketplace, costs 
can be controlled and managed by a self-funded em-
ployer. Medications that are used to treat common 
ailments are more prevalent and spread across a 

large population — the more people use a drug, the easier 
it is for manufacturers to keep costs down. Additionally, 
traditional medications often have a generic alternative 
that provides the same level of treatment for less cost. 
Specialty drugs, on the other hand, are used for treating 
rare, difficult or chronic conditions. They can be unique 
to the marketplace and be 10 times more expensive. 

“...specialty drugs do 
a lot to help make 
the lives of patients 
better. They have 
turned many diseases 
that were once 
considered terminal 
into manageable 
conditions that can 
be treated and even 
cured with the right 
treatment plan.”
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providing the following critical services: 

Drug Utilization Management 

Good management and administration 
are at the center moderating specialty 
drug costs; a recent report estimates that 
$9 billion dollars will be spent on un-
necessary specialty medications over the 
next year. This is money no self-funded 
employer wants to leave on the table, 
particularly for drugs that are not doing 
anything to make employees healthier. 

Many PBMs partner with specialty 
pharmacies and are able to educate em-
ployers about their options, which drugs 
have proven to be the most effective, and 
offer cheaper alternatives wherever pos-
sible so your clients can predict potential 
costs and make educated plan decisions. 

Some specialty drugs are unique in 
that they require special handling or 
need to be administered in a special-
ized setting. Although some medications 
can be self-administered at home, many 
drug therapies are administered in a 
hospital, outpatient facility, or home 
health setting. There can be huge pricing 
discrepancies based on site administra-
tion. For example, some chemotherapy 
drugs require special administration in a 
hospital setting, but specialty drugs like 
Soliris, used to treat complex blood and 
kidney disorders, can be administered in 
a hospital or a physician’s office, with a 
hospital costing twice as much. Hospitals 
are free to set their own prices and are 
therefore among the most expensive care 
sites for administering specialty drugs. 
To add to that, many specialty drugs 
require specific administration in forms 
from intravenous infusions or injections 
to self-injections and oral medications. 

A PBM, with its partnered specialty 
pharmacies, can assist self-funded em-
ployers by monitoring the most expensive 
administration sites and drug forms to 
ensure that they are being managed 
and used when only absolutely neces-
sary. Specialty pharmacies usually keep 
medication costs down by focusing on the 
use of specialty drugs, the setting of drug 
administration sites and by purchasing 
specialty drugs in large quantities, pro-
viding greater control over drug pricing. 

Patient Care Management 

Another way for your client to help 
reduce the cost of specialty drugs is by 

developing adherence programs that 
closely monitor drug intake and measure 
the effectiveness of drugs to limit the 
need for catastrophic care. Your PBM, in 
partnership with its specialty pharma-
cies, tends to have the highest adherence 
rates and can provide care manage-
ment programs that educate patients 
about the drugs they take, which also 
include emphasizing the continuous 
use of prescription drugs, and checking 
in with patients at regular intervals to 
make adjustments to their drug regi-
men as needed. Care management also 
helps ensure that patients don’t receive 
a specialty drug until it is determined 
the best possible treatment. Instead 
of allowing a patient to take the most 
expensive drug outright, a care manage-
ment team will present alternatives 
and work with patients until a suitable 
regimen is reached. A PBM should also 
have quality systems for recording and 
maintaining regular information about 
the patient’s interactions with specialty 
drugs. This allows patients who are not 
responding to drug therapies to be identi-
fied and their treatment to be ad usted 
at a potential cost savings to your client.

Additionally, when a patient needs to 
refill a specialty drug, a care management 
team can ensure that the patient checks 
in with their pharmacist or other health 
care practitioner who can ask questions, 
monitor refills, and ensure that the 
patient is not experiencing adverse side 
effects. This can help reduce the need for 
more invasive treatments down the road. 

our  can also confirm that a health 
care practitioner contacts patients who 
do not refill medications or are prone to 
lapses in their drug regimen. This trans-
lates into potential savings for employers 
and patients since these services help 
manage treatment options and prevent 
treatment from becoming more costly. 

Realigning Drug Incentives

Your PBM can help provide strategies 
that align medication costs and incentives 
to be beneficial for your client, ultimately, 
the patient. PBMs do this by negotiating 
discounts and drug costs with partnered 
specialty pharmacies. Traditionally, 
drug companies provide incentives to 
doctors and pharmacies for using a 
particular drug or treatment method, but 
PBMs can help balance this by provid-

ing incentives to specialty pharmacies 
for using appropriate treatment plans 
that emphasize best cost and efficacy 
for a given disease state. In addition, 
PBMs can help self-funded employers 
structure their drug formulary so that it 
incentivizes patients to look at the variety 
of drug administration options before 
beginning a specialty drug regimen. 

Understanding the factors that affect 
the costs of specialty medications and 
enlisting the right PBM to provide service 
and insight into the prescription drug 
marketplace is the best way to man-
age specialty drug costs. A quality PBM 
can help target appropriate treatment 
alternatives, manage utilization and 
drug administration, ensure adherence 
and coordinate care so that your client’s 
pharmacy benefit costs don’t become a 
bigger financial burden than necessary. 

As the specialty drug marketplace 
continues to grow and produce chal-
lenges for self-funded employers, your 
PBM will be there to help safeguard your 
client’s business from paying exorbi-
tant amounts in unnecessary or poorly 
administered specialty medications. 

With all this said, specialty drugs do 
a lot to help make the lives of patients 
better. They have turned many diseases 
that were once considered terminal 
into manageable conditions that can be 
treated and even cured with the right 
treatment plan. By utilizing a PBM, your 
clients can provide the right treatment 
that is also the most cost effective for 
themselves and their employees. q
––––––––
David Zanze has over 30 years’ experi-
ence serving as a leader and innovator 
in the health care industry. He is the 
president of Pinnacle Claims Manage-
ment Inc., an all-inclusive third party 
administrator (TPA), and Pinnacle Rx 

ol tions  a pharmac  enefits man-
ager. Both companies offer competitive, 
cost efficient enefits administration 
and claims processing in tandem with 
the latest technology in the self-funded 
marketplace. Pinnacle also provides 
administrative support for Covered 
California’s Small Business Health Op-
tions Program (SHOP) and assistance 
for the overed alifornia ertified 
Insurance Agent community. For more 
information call 866-930-7264 or visit 
www.pinnacletpa.com to learn more.
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Pros & Cons of Life Settlements
as Retirement Costs Grow

Life Settlements4by Stephen Terrell

The life settlement industry began more 
than 20 years ago, offering a means 
to lift the financial burden from those 

suffering from devastating illnesses. Today it 
is thriving as a financial option not only for 
those facing a difficult time in retirement, 
but also for high net worth seniors and savvy 
financial professionals. Life settlement com-
panies perform free annual evaluations of 
policies, and insureds can sell a portion of 
their death benefit to a settlement company 
while keeping the remainder for their benefi-
ciaries. 

Growing long-term care costs and in-
creasing longevity are two main drivers for 
the life settlement industry. The number of 
people that will reach the age of 100 will 
increase 900  between now and the year 
2050, according to a report published by 
AARP in 2011. Sadly, our economy is not 
structured to accommodate so many peo-
ple who need long-term care. Life settle-
ments are becoming a mainstream option 
as unwanted or unneeded life insurance 
has the potential to help fill the gap.

A conse uence of extended living is that 
life insurance premiums eventually reach a 
point in which they are too high to maintain. 
Increased average life expectancies are 
factored into premium rates so it is inevi-
table for them to eventually reach a price 
level that can no longer be maintained. In-
stead of simply allowing a policy to lapse, it 
makes far more financial sense for seniors 
to choose a life settlement and receive a 
windfall they have helped accumulate over 
time.

What Consumers 
Should Know

In your 50s, know about life settlements. 
Clients in their 50s should be evaluating 
their life insurance coverage and ensur-
ing that their policy term extends into their 
70s, when a life settlement is most likely. A 
term policy with a conversion rider may be 
fairly easy to extend, and such policies can 
be converted to permanent coverage and 
sold into the life settlement market. 

In your 60s, plan for a life settlement. 

Clients in their 60s should be evaluating 
their coverage and looking at all possible 
channels to keep coverage in force for the 
next decade. Life settlement providers will 
evaluate clients free of charge, and agents 
can illustrate the costs and benefits of 
keeping coverage in force. Is it worthwhile 
to keep coverage in force for a few more 
years, if the payoff could be in the six-figure 
range once the client reaches his or her 
70s  Most agents and clients will say yes, 
and the client deserves to know about it. 
Annual policy valuation may represent the 
single easiest way to educate clients about 
life settlements and build a pipeline of fu-
ture business.

In your 70s, perform a life settlement. 
Each day, seniors with unneeded or un-
wanted policies let them lapse  in so doing, 
they receive nothing in return for years of 
paying premiums. Clients in their 70s need 
to be uickly educated about the benefits 
of life settlements in the very short term. 
They can receive cash for something they 
were going to let lapse anyway.

Several states have passed Medicaid 
life settlement laws, which enable seniors 
with a life insurance policy with a face 
value of 10,000 or more to pay for their 
long-term care through a life settlement. 
Before the law was passed, life insurance 
policies were considered an asset and had 
to be surrendered prior to enrollment. This 
meant that someone paying premiums for 
decades would have to surrender the pol-
icy for an extremely small portion of what 
the policy was actually worth. Many other 
states have already begun the process of 
introducing similar legislation. 

Downsides

Life settlements are not for everyone. While 
there is little risk for consumers, there are 
instances when a settlement is not the 
right choice for policyholders. It s not an 
Investment option for individuals. Investing 
in life settlements is strongly discouraged 
for all but the largest and most sophisti-
cated investors. Most negative news about 
the industry comes from instances when 

individuals invested in unscrupulous life 
settlement companies. Most life settle-
ment companies do not accept individual 
investors, and we don t advise any individu-
als to invest their retirement savings in the 
industry. It is a much better match for pen-
sion funds, endowments and hedge funds.

It s best if a policyholder has the means 
to keep the policy in force. If an individual 
policyholder has the means to keep a pol-
icy in force until their demise, we advise 
them to forgo a life settlement and hold 
the policy. Payment of the death benefit to 
beneficiaries will always be much higher 
than a life settlement. If paying premiums 
becomes onerous though, we recommend 
life settlements as a way to exit policy own-
ership.

An individual can only own a finite 
amount of life insurance coverage. Once a 
life insurance policy is sold to a life settle-
ment provider, the coverage remains in 
force and it may affect future insurability. 
If policyholders want to replace coverage 
in the short or long term, they must be 
certain that insurance companies will be 
willing to write future policies, knowing the 
original coverage will be in force until their 
demise. There have been instances where 
individuals who sold policies were unable 
to replace it.

Life settlements provide a valuable ser-
vice for seniors and Boomers. While they 
may not be right for every person with 
life insurance, we believe all consumers 
should know about the option and plan for 
one if their economic circumstances are a 
long-term fit. q
––––––––––
Stephen E. Terrell is Senior Vice President of 
Market Development and Branding of The 
Lifeline Program, a life settlement provider 
based in Atlanta, Ga. Terrell oversees all as-
pects of marketing including advertising, 
public relations and social media to educate 
and build a new market for financial profes-
sionals with life settlements, broadening rev-
enue and increasing commissions. For more 
information, call 770-724-7300 or visit www.
thelifeline.com or follow him on Twitter @Life-
lineProgram.
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The Bright Side 
of the Road: What 
the Determined-
To-Succeed Broker 
Should Know

Voluntary Benefits4by Ron Fields

That’s the downer. And it’s the 
last bit of bad news you’ll read in 
this message. Because guess what? 
If you’re reading this publication, 
you’ve decided to hang in there and 
find ways to succeed, or you haven’t 
made the final choice to throw in the 
towel. So let’s focus on the good news 
that validates the decisions of brokers 
who’ve decided to stay the course:

1.   Brokerages of all sizes have ac-
cepted the reality of the new health 
insurance law and are responding 
to industry changes. Those who 
are adapting are finding ways to 
navigate the shifting landscape.

2.  Determined-to-succeed brokers are 
adapting, evolving and looking for 
smart ways to replace the portion 
of their business that’s eroding due 
to the legislation. One way they’re 
doing that is by filling gaps in their 
portfolios (not to mention their 
incomes) by increasing their recom-
mendation of voluntary products. 

According to the Aflac study,  
% of participating brokers  predict 
the proportion of voluntary insur-
ance benefits they sell will in-
crease over the next 12 months.

.  rokers with the foresight to fill 
holes in their clients’ portfolios 
with voluntary benefit options 
are reaping major rewards: 
They’re more likely to increase 
their client bases than brokers 
who don’t offer voluntary insur-
ance products, and they’re also 
more likely to grow their sales.

4.  Workers are confused about 
health care changes, and so are 
business decision makers. As a 
result, 45% of companies sur-
veyed intend to increase their 
reliance on brokers or insur-
ance providers when making 
changes to their benefit plans. 
This provides brokers with the 
opportunity to leverage the 
health care law by using it to 

generate revenue from a larger, 
more diverse client base.

5.  The majority of brokers (79%) at 
least somewhat agree that their 
clients are not prepared for the 
health care overhaul. Brokers are 
increasing their value by showcas-
ing their knowledge and capabili-
ties through expanded consulting 
services. ully  of brokers 
agree, at least somewhat, that 
they’ve expanded their consulting 
services or created new consult-
ing practices in the past year. 
This means that they’re not only 
selling insurance, but they’re also 
taking on a more consultative role 
by educating their clients about 
insurance options and providing 
guidance about the benefits that 
meet the needs of their clients 
and their clients’ employees.

6.  Brokers are adjusting to the health 
care exchange reality by becoming 
part of the equation. Thirty five 
percent are functioning as naviga-
tors for insurance products offered 
through exchanges. Some are even 
embracing their new reality by 
pursuing opportunities within ex-
changes. Others are even launch-
ing their own private exchanges.

7.  Brokers who’ve experienced a 
downturn in client retention 
can see clearer skies ahead: 
Companies’ use of brokers in-
creased from 56% in 2011 to 

 in  to  today.
There you have it — seven clear rea-

sons to remain committed to a career in 
the broker industry and seven clear rea-
sons to anticipate success. That’s what’s 
known as looking on the bright side. q
––––––––––
Ronald Fields is vice president of 
North Broker Division for Core Broker 

ales at ac  e is responsi le for 
developing and strengthening rela-
tionships with national and regional 
rokers  and acco nts in the nited 
tates  isit a ac com rokers  call 

- -  or e-mail to roker-
relations a ac com to learn more
–––––––––

he  ac ork orces eport for Brokers 
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T
he  Aflac Work orces eport for rokers is 
out, and it’s no surprise that the initial focus was 
on the steady stream of industry flight. t’s true. 
The study revealed nearly half of health insurance 

brokers are considering leaving the industry and nearly 
70 % of brokers have peers who’ve already walked away.
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COBRA
Compliance
Best Practices 

COBRA4by Sara Flowers

COBRA involves liability, notices, 
timeframes, eligibility monitoring, 
and regulatory changes. It is im-
portant for benefit professionals to 
understand COBRA, familiarize 
themselves with required timelines 
and, determine the options employ-
ers have to comply with COBRA.  

Simply put, COBRA is the continua-
tion of benefits after a qualifying event. 
COBRA is not limited to the medical 
plan. Dental, vision, FSA, and HRA 
plans are also COBRA-eligible ben-
efits, among others. Active employees 
who are enrolled in a COBRA-eligible 
plan should receive a General CO-
BRA Rights Notice. When a qualify-
ing event occurs, COBRA election 
paperwork, often referred to as the 
Specific ights A otice,  

should be sent within specific time-
frames. Failure to comply with the 
timeframes given by the Dept. of Labor 
may result in financial penalties and 
other consequences for the employer. 

The General COBRA Rights Notice 
should be sent within 90 days of the ac-

tive employee becoming covered under 
a COBRA-eligible plan. When a qualify-
ing event occurs, the employer has 30 
days to notify the plan administrator of 
the event. Common qualifying events 
include termination, retirement, and 
reduction in force. Different timeframes 
apply if the qualifying event is divorce 
or the loss of dependent status. Once 
notified, if the group uses a third party 
administrator, the administrator has 
14 days to send the COBRA paper-
work to the qualified beneficiary. The 
qualified beneficiary has  days to 
elect COBRA coverage. Once COBRA is 
elected, a 45-day initial payment grace 
period is provided. The payment grace 
period is 30 days moving forward.

Employers have the option of admin-
istering COBRA in-house. If COBRA 
is administered in-house, full liability 
is placed on the group and compliance 
with all regulations and deadlines must 
be met. The group is responsible for 
communicating with carriers, qualified 
beneficiaries, and their family mem-
bers about COBRA issues. The group 

also tracks, processes, and remits all 
insurance premiums paid by the quali-
fied beneficiaries. Employers can also 
outsource COBRA to a third party. 
Potential advantages of outsourcing 
COBRA include the third party ac-
cepting all COBRA liability under its 
control. Depending on the scope of 
services, another potential advantage 
for employers is off-loading many of 
the tasks and responsibilities that can 
come with COBRA. Administrators 
often only require employers to notify 
them when someone is added to group 
coverage and when there is a COBRA 
qualifying event. Finally, managing 

COBRA has the potential to cause 
hassles and highly emotional situa-
tions. Outsourcing to an expert can 
separate the employer from these time-
consuming and sensitive challenges.

There are a lot of moving parts to 
COBRA. Familiarizing yourself with 
the basic regulations, timelines and 
administrative options goes a long way 
professionally and personally. A strong 
COBRA management strategy saves 
employers both time and money. q
–––––––––
Sara Flowers is a marketing coordina-
tor at iscover  Benefits  he earned 
her B  in p lic relations from 

orth akota tate niv  iscover  
Benefits is a third part  adminis-
trator for reim rsement acco nts 
and B  or more information  
visit discover enefits com

C
A can be intimidating for benefit profession-

als and employer groups. COBRA has been around 
since 1985, and continues to be a small, but very 
important aspect of the employee benefit world. 

Employer groups rely on benefit professionals to help 
them navigate the rules and regulations of COBRA in 
the midst of an already complex healthcare industry.

There are a lot of 
moving parts to 
COBRA. Familiarizing 
oneself with the basic 
regulations, timelines 
and administrative 
options goes a long 
way both professionally 
and personally. 
A strong COBRA 
management strategy 
saves employers both 
time and money.



The Coming of 
Age for Defined 
Contribution

Healthcare Reform4by Ron Goldstein, CLU

This radical transformation is the 
move away from a defined benefit to a 
defined contribution model. While the 
descriptions differ by ust a single word, 
the essential meanings behind each 
couldn’t be more dissimilar. The pen-
dulum swing from one to the other rep-
resents a massive recalibration that is 
redefining the way employers — partic-
ularly small businesses with  or fewer 
workers — are approaching their health 
plans. t’s a fundamental reshaping of 
our industry that’s happening right be-

fore our eyes, one that poses both chal-
lenges and compelling opportunities.

Thanks, in large part, to the Afford-
able are Act A A , defined contri-
bution  has emerged as one of the hot-
test buzzwords in the health benefits 
industry. ut defined contribution 
isn’t new. t’s actually been around for 
years in the retirement realm. Spurred 
by the evenue Act of , many 
American companies began elimi-
nating traditional pensions defined 
benefit plans  in favor of the now com-

monplace k  and similar retire-
ment savings programs we see today. 
This change occurred, in large part, 
because companies could not keep 
up with the ever increasing expenses 
to sustain defined benefit plans. 

efined contribution is no stranger 
to our healthcare industry, either. 
The model has been used successfully 
for years by private health insurance 
exchanges. owever, the momentum 
shaping the current transition is very 
new. Today in the .S., employer
sponsored health insurance remains 
the most common form of coverage. 

ut that is changing quickly if the 
latest industry data is any indicator. 

or example,  of employers have 
already moved or begun moving to a 
defined contribution plan, and more 
than  expect to do so within the 
next few years, according to an April 

 study by rudential nsurance.
Like the titanic shift from com-

pany based pensions to k  that 
began several decades ago, the 
age of defined healthcare contri-
bution appears to be at hand.

What is Defined Contribution, 
and Why Now?

enerally speaking, defined contribu-
tion enables employers to offer their 
workers a selection of health benefits 
while controlling costs. f you’re not 
already familiar with the model, here’s 
how it works. n defined contribution, an 
employer provides a fixed dollar amount 
or percentage to each employee to spend 
on healthcare. Workers then use this 
contribution and apply it to the health 
plan and benefits they like best from 
the options available to them. f employ-
ees wish to upgrade their plan or add 
other benefits like life insurance that 
go beyond the employer contribution, 
they simply pay the difference to do so.

The primary advantages of this model 
are twofold. irst, it allows employ-
ers to stabilize or even reduce health-
care expenses by establishing a set 
cost that can be built into an annual 
budget. At the same time, employees 
get the advantage of more choices 
and the opportunity to shop for cover-
age that works best for them. This 
structure also alleviates surprises on 
both sides  each knows exactly what 

H
ealthcare reform is accelerating a seis-
mic shift in our industry, one that has 
profound implications for insurance bro-
kers and others who serve as expert 

health benefit plan navigators for their clients. 
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they’re going to pay each month.
So why is the defined contribu-

tion concept gaining so much traction 
now? There are continuing economic 
challenges around ever rising health-
care costs, for one. The increasing 
visibility and technological efficacy 
of online marketplaces is another. 

erhaps the biggest catalyst, though, 
is the implementation of ACA. Along 
with new requirements and man-
dates, the health reform law has put 
a brighter than ever spotlight on two 
things. irst is the creation of govern-
ment run exchanges, which have been 
grabbing media headlines for months 
though often for the wrong reasons . 

A second is the national elevation 
of healthcare exchanges as insur-
ance plan marketplaces where people 
can shop for coverage that works 
for their needs and pocketbooks. 
While the notion has certainly been 
around for years beginning with 
private exchanges, healthcare re-
form has generated massive expo-
sure that has brought the concept to 
the public fore like never before.

As a result of these and other fac-
tors, businesses are taking a hard 
look at their health benefit models to 
determine how to adapt and compete 
in today’s dramatically changed health 
care environment. This is especially 
true for small companies in the .S. 
with  or fewer people, a business 
segment that employs more than 

 of all workers nationwide based 
on .S. ensus ureau numbers. 

ecruiting and retaining good 
people is the lifeblood of every com-
pany, small businesses included, 
and health benefit programs are 
often a crucial part of a compensa-
tion package. Yet the costs for tra-
ditional employer-sponsored plans 
continue to escalate exponentially, 
and many small businesses simply 
can’t afford to keep up, in turn put-
ting pressure on their abilities to 
attract and keep the best workers.

efined contribution offers busi-
nesses an attractive, affordable 
alternative. Along with provid-
ing much more cost certainty, this 
type of plan offers employees more 
choices and options at group cover-
age pricing that’s often much more 

competitive and benefits rich  than 
what can be purchased individually. 

What Does the Move to Defined 
Contribution Mean for Brokers?

or brokers and other health insur-
ance plan navigators, the industry’s 
rapid movement away from defined 
benefit and to defined contribution 
platforms may be a bit unsettling to 
some. ut the reality is that traditional 
company backed plans are being swept 
away by a wave of new offerings driven 
by A A and marketplace conditions. 
Added to this is the rapid prolifera-
tion of online marketplaces and ser-
vices which might seem to threaten 
the conventional role of brokers. 

The good news is that this couldn’t 
be further from the truth. With the 
tide shifting quickly toward defined 
contribution healthcare models, 
brokers who are at the industry 
forefront are well poised for success 
today and in the future. et’s look 
at a few of the reasons why.
•  or decades in this country brokers 

have played an important role in 
helping businesses find affordable 
health coverage for their work-
ers and dependents. For small 
employers, in particular, brokers 
provide valuable services that are 
otherwise unaffordable, not easily 
handled in house, or both. These 
include obtaining prices for cover-
age, explaining benefits to employ-
ees, problem solving for owners or 
management and much more.

•  With most traditional defined employ-
ee benefits plans, though, brokers can 
do relatively little to help businesses 
that are unable to afford group health 
insurance. ompanies can buy in at 
the minimum level or they can’t. e-
fined contribution plans change this 
equation. Along with better control-
ling their monthly cost exposure, busi-
nesses can buy into a broader range of 
plan options, and they can do so while 
still capturing the tax advantages 
associated with traditional employer-
sponsored health insurance programs.

•  Additionally, the emergence of defined 
contribution plans actually elevates 
a broker’s role and significance. n 
essence, health benefit plan brokers 
are evolving to function in many ways 

like a financial services advisor does 
for retirement plans. They not only 
serve as management consultants, 
but they are also invaluable as front
line experts who can roll up their 
sleeves and help employees select the 
right plan and the right price from an 
expanded variety of available choices. 

•  Another advantage is the opportunity 
for increasing voluntary healthcare 
sales. That’s because defined contribu-
tion plans can be used to reimburse 
voluntary products such as dental, vi-
sion and chiropractic. This can trans-
late into big business for brokers. or 

, annual voluntary health product 
sales were up  to .  billion, ac-
cording to national data from East-
bridge onsulting roup’s annual .S. 
Worksite oluntary Sales eport. This 
is an attractive growth trend likely to 
continue in the coming years, espe-
cially with the emergence of defined 
contribution as a dominant model.

A Coming of Age

With a hardy push from ealthcare 
Reform, America now sits on the 
precipice of a massive transition to 
defined contribution. The full imple-
mentation of A A expected in  
will only add further fuel to this rapid 
pace of change. As health insurance 
experts for business clients, brokers 
and agents can and should be lead-
ing players in helping employers and 
employees navigate through this ma or 
benefits model shift. or those work-
ing with small group clients, con-
necting and partnering with defined 
contribution providers is a key step 
to stay ahead of the game.  The age of 
defined contribution may have ar-
rived, but one thing remains the same. 

ompanies will continue to look to 
their brokers as their most trusted 
health insurance plan advisors. q
—–––––––––
Ron Goldstein, CLU, created and 
manages America’s longest-standing, 
state-approved exchange, California-
Choice®. He also serves as president 
and CEO of Orange, Calif.-based 
CHOICE Administrators, which 
provides health insurance options and 
provider access to small businesses 
and their employees. For additional 
information, visit www.calchoice.com.
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News
In California

The Life Settlement Market 
Is Turning Around
Life settlement transactions stopped their 
precipitous decline last year. The face value 
of life insurance policies sold reached $2.57 
billion, an increase from $2.13 billion the year 
before, according to a report by The Deal. 
–––––––––
New Annuity Disclosure 
Requirements
Governor Brown signed into law AB 2347 
(Gonzalez), which extends important con-
sumer protection on annuity products that 
are commonly marketed to seniors. The new 
law requires disclosure language on the front 
of the policy jacket or on the coversheet for an 
immediate annuity. This disclosure is already 
required for the more common deferred an-
nuity products. Those getting immediate an-
nuities are guaranteed a 30-day free look 
period.
–––––––––
Don Goldmann Named 
President-Elect of NAHU
The Word & Brown Companies’ Don 
Gold mann was named president-elect of the 
National Association of Health Underwriters 
(NAHU) at the insurance trade association’s 
recent 84th Annual Convention in Scottsdale, 
Ariz. A vice president at Word & Brown since 
2006, Goldman has served on the NAHU Fi-
nancial Committee five times. He helped write 
five annual budgets and was deeply involved 
in debates about issues facing NAHU mem-
bers. As secretary of the organization, Gold-
mann oversaw the review of 34 important 
sun-setting policies and procedures.  “Don is 
a frequent contributor to national, state, and 
local journals for the health industry, CPA and 
financial planner societies, and employee 
benefit associations, as well as being a highly 
sought-after speaker at conferences,” said 
Edward J. ‘Rusty’ Brown, Jr., co-founder of The 
Word & Brown Companies.
–––––––––
CDI Imposes Record 
Penalties Against United
California Department of Insurance (DOI) 
Commissioner Dave Jones issued more than 
$173 million in penalties of against United 
Healthcare for violating the insurance code 
from 2005 to 2008. It’s the largest adminis-
trative penalty ever assessed against a Cali-
fornia health insurer or plan. Jones says that 
the fine is warranted because no other insur-
er has violated the insurance laws hundreds 
of thousands of times. And no other insurer 

has repeatedly misrepresented its business 
practices, failed to correct the root causes 
of its violations, or ignored its statutory obli-
gations to the extent found in the case. The 
administrative proceeding arises from prob-
lems that surfaced after United Healthcare’s 
ac uisition of PacifiCare in 2005. Shortly 
after the transaction, the California Medical 
Association (CMA) saw a spike in complaints 
from its  members about the way PacifiCare 
was processing claims and contracts. After 
conducting its own investigation, the DOI filed 
an administrative proceeding against United 
Healthcare, charging PacifiCare with viola-
tions that included the following: 
• Failing to give providers notice of their ap-

peal rights and members notice of their 
right to an independent medical review.  

• Failing to pay claims and interest on late-
paid claims in a correct and timely manner. 

• Failing to acknowledge receipt of claims. 
• Failing to respond to provider disputes in a 

timely manner. 
 Closing claims files illegally. 

• Sending untimely collection notices for over-
payment.
Commissioner Jones sustained the find-

ings of the administrative judge that Paci-
fiCare committed over 900,000 violations 
of the law. United Healthcare has appealed 
Jones’ decision to a California superior court.

Healthcare

The Future of Employer 
Based Coverage
Employers are likely to continue providing 
health coverage as long as they get a federal 
tax incentive. They will also provide coverage 
as long as it remains a competitive advantage 
to do so, since workers want group health cov-
erage, said Chris Jennings, president of Jen-
nings Policy Strategies. He addressed a May 
forum in Washington, D.C., sponsored by the 
Employee Benefits Research Institute.

Noam Levey, who covers national health-
care policy for The Los Angeles Times said, 
“It is interesting to hear what people in 
Washington think is going to happen with 
employer-provided coverage, and then you 
talk to people in the benefits world, and you 
get a very different picture. The simple fact 
of the matter is that employer-provided health 
coverage clearly has a value for employers.’ 
Levey said that employers are working to tier 
their benefits, at different levels for different 
workers. He said that the real wild card with 
health benefits is the federal tax treatment 
of health coverage and how Congress may 
change it. “The Cadillac tax obviously is going 

to be something that’s going to get a lot of 
debate here, and when it actually goes into 
effect, I’ll guarantee you we’re going to have 
some fireworks in Washington,  he said.

A recent EBRI survey reveals how much 
employees value health benefits. Seventy per-
cent of workers rate health coverage as the 
most important benefit and another 10  rate 
it as second most important. Of the 60  of 
workers who report rising health care costs, 
one-third reduced their retirement plan con-
tributions, which means trading off retire-
ment benefits to maintain health benefits.

When considering a specific job, 77  of 
workers say health benefits are the most im-
portant benefit while only 11  say retirement 
savings plans are most important.

Ninety percent of workers are confident 
that their benefits are less expensive than 
what they could purchase on their own, and 
80  are confident that their employer had 
picked the best plan for them. Ninety per-
cent are satisfied with their health coverage, 
and 75  are satisfied with the mix of health 
coverage and wages. Ninety percent want 
more choice in their health plans, which 
may explain the interest in health care ex-
changes. EBRI found that 45  of employees 
prefer something along the lines of a de-
fined contribution health offering. Fronstin 
added, “It’s going to be interesting to see 
what happens down the road as workers un-
derstand more about the benefits of public 
exchanges and as employers introduce pri-
vate exchanges. We’ll see what kind of shift 
there is and whether it’s employer-driven or 
worker-driven.”

Jennings predicts that many employers 
will go into private exchanges. The most 
likely candidates are small businesses, re-
tailers, and employers with part-time, low-
income work forces. While many employers 
are considering private health exchanges, 
Americans who work for larger employers 
will probably not see that change immedi-
ately, he said.

Jennings said, “It’s going to take a few 
years for all that to shake out. Employers are 
slow to react. They want to see how the ex-
changes are operating. They want to see sat-
isfaction rates.” However, Jennings said that 
employers will have more incentive to look at 
alternatives if there is a major resurgence in 
healthcare-cost inflation. Jennings doesn t 
anticipate an abrupt reduction in benefits 
among employers since larger employers are 
already preparing for the Cadillac tax and 
high-cost plan assessment.

George Washington University professor 
Joe Antos cited an Aon Hewitt study of workers 
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News
in its own private exchange, which found that 
58% selected a different level of coverage 
from one year to the next. “What that says is 
that having somebody else decide what your 
coverage should be probably isn’t going to 
suit a lot of people. A private exchange gives 
people more choices. It’s an opportunity to 
find out what people really want and not pour 
more money into something that may not be 
of such great value.”

Antos said that the Affordable Care Act’s 
(ACA) coverage mandate primarily affects 
lower-wage workers. Higher-income work-
ers generally work for companies that 
already offer coverage. Antos said, “If 
you’re a part-time worker and you’re work-
ing 32 hours a week, you might drop to 
29 hours because your employer doesn’t 
want to get caught in all of this. Are you 
going to be able to make up those hours? 
Are you going to be able to get another 
job?” He cited a recent study by the Ur-
ban Institute that calls for eliminating the 
employer mandate since relatively few 
people will not have insurance. Antos said 
that it’s highly unlikely that the federal 
government will enforce the unpopular 
employer mandate. He also said that a 
shift to defined contribution health plans 
is inevitable. For more information, visit 
http://www.ebri.org/publications/ib/index.
cfm?fa=ibDisp&content_id=5435
–––––––––
The Growing Interest in 
Private Exchanges
Interest in private exchanges has sharply in-
creased as the Affordable Care Act is officially 
underway, according to a report by the Deci-
sion Resources Group. The number of pa-
tients in consumer-driven health plans is like-
ly to increase as private exchanges become 
more prevalent, which could have a negative 
effect on pharmaceutical sales, especially for 
branded drugs.

Decision Resources Group Analyst, AnnJe-
anette Colwell said, “Although there has not 
been mass movement towards these private 
exchanges, employers are interested in ex-
ploring these options. The increased interest 
in private exchanges provides an opportunity 
for managed care organizations to gain com-
mercial enrollment, especially if employers 
begin moving their groups into single carrier 
exchanges.’

She said that when employer groups shift 
their workers into exchanges and use a de-
fined contribution benefit model, employers 
will be more cost-conscious. Consumers are 
less likely to choose plans that significantly 
exceed their employers’ contributions. They 

are likely to choose a high-deductible option 
that has lower monthly premiums. For more 
information, visit www.DecisionResources-
Group.com.
–––––––––
HHS Says That MLR Rules 
Have Saved Consumers 
$9 billion on Premiums
HHS secretary Sylvia M. Burwell announced 
that consumers have saved $9 billion on their 
health insurance premiums since 2011 as a 
result of the Affordable Care Act. The Medi-
cal Loss Ratio (MLR) rule requires insurers 
to spend at least 80% of premium dollars on 
patient care and quality improvement activi-
ties. If insurers spend an excessive amount 
on profits and red tape, they owe a refund 
back to consumers. The report shows that, 
since the rule took effect, more insurers year 
over year are meeting the 80/20 standard by 
spending more of the premium dollars they 
collect on patient care and quality, and not 
red tape and bonuses. For more information, 
visit http://www.cms.gov.
–––––––––
Bill Would Eliminate 
Congressional Health 
Insurance Subsidy
Representative John Barrow (GA-12) is lead-
ing an effort in the House with Congressman 
Dan Maffei (NY-24) to eliminate the health 
insurance subsidy available to members of 
Congress. The legislation would do the fol-
lowing: Prohibit Members of Congress from 
receiving a taxpayer-funded subsidy to pay 
forhealth insurance if that Member served 
on or after the day the Affordable Care Act 
was signed into law, require that if a member 
of Congress purchases health care through 
the exchange set up by the Affordable Care 
Act, they must purchase through their home 
state’s exchange; Apply these changes to 
members of the House and Senate.
–––––––––
How CDHPs Save Money
People who are enrolled in consumer-direct-
ed health plans (CDHPs) utilize health care 
services more efficiently, long after switching 
from their traditional insurance plans, accord-
ing to a study by Health Care Service Corpora-
tion (HCSC), operator of the Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Plans in Illinois, Montana, New 
Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas. The study, 
which tracked more than 316,000 Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield members, found that those 
migrating to a CDHP plan saw cost savings 
in the first year and continued to experience 
even lower health costs years later. This study 
measured and tracked the claims experience 
of members previously enrolled in traditional 

plans who switched to a CDHP. CDHP mem-
bers increasingly use generic prescriptions. 
BlueEdge CDHP members saw a three-year 
average reduction in the following:
•  Medical expenses fell 11.8%
•  Overall spending, combined with medical 

and pharmacy costs fell 10.5%
•  Inpatient care costs fell 23.5%; Outpatient 

care costs fell 5.1%; Professional services 
costs fell 14%. For more information, visit 
www.HCSC.com.

–––––––––
How HSAs Could Beat 
401(k)s For Savings
For some employees, using an HSA for health 
care expenses in retirement may be better 
than saving in a 401(k) plan, according to a 
report by the Employee Benefit Research In-
stitute (EBRI). Contributions to an HSA reduce 
taxable income; earnings on the assets in 
the HSA build up tax free; and distributions 
from the HSA for ualified expenses are not 
subject to taxation. “Depending on the rate 
of return in an HSA, these accounts could 
generate significant assets,  said Paul Fron-
stin of EBRI. If you contribute the maximum 
allowable amounts for 40 years to an HSA 
without making withdrawals, you could accu-
mulate up to $360,000 if the rate of return 
is 2.5%, $600,000 if the rate of return is 5%, 
and nearly $1.1 million if the rate of return is 
7.5%. However, he added that many people 
aren’t able to save in an HSA and pay their 
out-of-pocket health care expenses. Also, HSA 
balances may not be enough to pay all medi-
cal expenses in retirement even if maximum 
contributions are made for 40 years. For 
more information, visit www.ebri.org. 
–––––––––
An Encouraging Report 
on Medicare Solvency
The trust fund that finances Medicare s hos-
pital insurance coverage will remain solvent 
until 2030, four years beyond what was pro-
jected in last year’s report, according the The 
Medicare Trustees. The improved outlook is 
due, in part, to cost controls implemented in 
the Affordable Care Act. Per capita spending 
is projected to continue to grow slower than 
the economy for the next several years. There 
was lower-than-expected spending in 2013 
and lower projected utilization in the types 
of health care needed by Medicare patients. 
Medicare spending, per beneficiary, has 
grown quite slowly over the past few years 
and is projected to continue to grow slowly 
over the next several years. During the past 
four years, per capita Medicare spending 
growth has averaged 0.8% annually. That is 
a much slower growth rate than the average 



3.1% annual increase in per capita GDP and 
national health expenditures. The report is 
available at: http://www.cms.hhs.gov/Re-
portsTrustFunds/downloads/tr2014.pdf

Employee Benefits

Dental Coverage Rate Is 
Increasing for Young Adults
Some young adults are enjoying extended 
dental coverage under their parents’ health 
care policies, according to a study by the 
American Dental Assn. The ACA increased 
access to dental care for young adults ages 
19 to 25 by 6.9%. Utilization of dental servic-
es had also increased 3.3 . This is a signifi-
cant increase since the pre-reform coverage 
rate for this group was 38%. Although the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) allows parents to 
keep their children on their medical plans up 
to age 26, there is no similar requirement for 
dental coverage. However, some employers 
are expanding dental coverage voluntarily 
along with expanded medical coverage.For 
more information, visit www.ada.org.
–––––––––
A Snapshot of Employee 
Benefits in the U.S.
In March 2014, 86% of full-time private 
industry workers in the United States had 
employer-provided medical care, according 
to a report by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
In contrast, only 23% of part-time workers 
had medical care benefits. Access also var-
ied by establishment size: 57% for workers 
in small establishments (fewer than 100 
employees) compared to 84% in medium 
and large establishments (100 employees 
or more). Seventy-four percent of full-time 
workers had access to a retirement plan 
compared to 37% of part-time workers. Re-
tirement benefits were available to 50  of 
workers in small establishments and 82% 
of workers in medium and large establish-
ments. Private industry employers paid 
70% of the single coverage medical plan 
premium for employees in the lowest 10% 
of average earnings and 81% for employees 
in the highest 10% of average earnings. For 
family coverage, the employer share of the 
premium was 57% for employees in the low-
est 10% of earnings and 72% for employees 
in the highest 10% of earnings. In private 
industry, 72% of full-time workers had ac-
cess to life insurance benefits. In local gov-
ernment, 90% of full-time workers and 22% 
of part-time workers had access. Most work-
ers who had access participated in life in-
surance benefits. For more information visit 
www.bls.gov/ebs. q
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Products
Employee Benefits

Integrated Disability & Absence Man-
agement Services. Broadspire is adding 
short-term disability, long-term disability, 
family medical and state leave manage-
ment to its global portfolio of products. 
The new suite of products will be avail-
able in the fourth quarter of 2014. Broad-
spire is a global third-party administrator 
of worker’s comp claims, liability claims, 
medical management services, and 
risk management information services. 
For more information, visitwww.choos-
ebroadspire.com.

––––––––
Video Highlights the Need for Disability 
Coverage. Heath Care professionals share 
their experiences in videos from Unum that 
underscore the benefits of disability cover-
age and return-to-work programs. For more 
information, visit http://unum.newshq.busi-
nesswire.com/testimonials.
––––––––
403(b)(7) Opportunities. The new Pacific 
Life 403(b)(7) program, which is designed 
for K-12 public school employees, com-
bines investment options offered through 
Pacific Life Funds and dedicated service 
from a leading retirement-plan service 
provider, Aspire. For more information, visit 
www.PacificLife.com or talk to a Pacific Life 
consultative wholesaler at 800-722-2333.
––––––––
Vision App. EyeMed Vision Care launched 
a mobile member app that makes it easy 
for plan members to access vision plan 
information and get a digital copy of their 
member ID card or locate network eye 
care providers using an iPhone or iPad.
––––––––
Enrollment Options. Transamerica’s 
Trans  App enrollment system now offers 
complete integration with PlanSource. 
Using a streamlined enrollment pro-
cess, employers can offer insurance 
products from Transamerica Life Insur-

ance Company and its affiliates includ-
ing hospital indemnity, short-term dis-
ability, cancer, critical illness, accident, 
universal life, interest-sensitive whole 
life and term life. For more information, 
visit www.transamerica.com or www.
plansource.com.
––––––––
Simplified Enrollment. Assurant Em-
ployee Benefits is offering a suite of ser-
vices and tools to ease the pain of annual 
enrollment. Assurant Works includes 
professional benefit communication and 
enrollment and electronic data exchange 
capabilities. Now employees can eas-
ily choose from dental, vision, disability 
coverage, cancer and critical illness in-
surance. For more information visit www.
AssurantWorks.com

Healthcare

Self Funded Solution. Collective Health 
is offering a fully integrated health self-
insurance platform to employers of all 
sizes as a software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
solution with a flat-fee pricing structure. 
It includes actuarial analysis, customized 
health plan design, legal and regulatory 
compliance, plan funding, claims admin-
istration, health provider network access, 
and real time data analytics in one seam-
less package. For more information, visit 
collectivehealth.com.

––––––––
Private Exchange Platform. Maxwell 
Health released an operating system 
for employee benefits. It can support a 
wide variety of product and service inte-
grations, including all health, dental, vi-
sion, life, disability, and other insurance 
offerings. The mobile-enabled platform 
provides a central place to access health 
and benefit services. Employers can ac-
cess data from those services to provide 
more informed health solutions. For more 
information, call 860-716-9475 or visit 
twww.maxwellhealth.com. q
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by Ray Kathawa

Your clients have many concerns 
as they grow older, and long-term 
care is certainly one of them. 

They’re also likely to be concerned 
about inflation, taxes, their family and 
their legacy, their income and who will 
be there when and if they need sub-
stantial help. Clients are looking for 
comprehensive planning and simple so-
lutions that fit multiple scenarios. They 
also want value for what they pay for. 
This makes life insurance with an LTC 
or chronic illness rider an outstand-
ing solution for planning purposes. 

We must first acknowledge the 
naysayers who continually suggest that 
LTC riders and chronic illness riders 
are not good tools for helping clients 
protect against their long-term care 
needs. On a regular basis, I run into 
those who argue that these riders are 
not reliable and do not stand up to a 
good long-term care policy. They may be 
right — well, almost right. Traditional 

LTC policies are not what they once 
were. olicies with no lifetime benefits, 
with increased costs of coverage, and 
with non-guaranteed premiums have 
taken a toll on the industry. Market 
forces are no longer in the driver’s seat 
as most insurance carriers exit the 
market, leaving only a small number 
to compete. Also, policy holders don’t 
typically drop coverage in spite of 
almost-constant rate increases. As a 
result, carriers are scrambling to pre-
pare for record claims. any financial 
professionals argue that life insurance 
riders offer limited coverage; that they 
are not adequate planning tools. They 
also argue that, in many cases, they 
simply offer return of cash value in 
the client’s policy. All of these objec-
tions can be best addressed by walk-
ing through a typical client scenario.

Let’s look at a 65-year-old Baby 
Boomer who has done moderately 
well in his career. He has a wife, two 
children, and several grandchildren. 

He and his wife consider helping their 
grandchildren as a high priority in 
the planning process. They would 
like to help with future college costs, 
and have high hopes that they will do 
well and be successful. They are also 
concerned about the cost of health care 
and particularly, the cost of long-term 
care — whether they would be in an 
assisted living center or professional 
home care. They still have an income, 
but plan to finish out their careers in 
the next five years. They have amassed 
an A of ,  and have sufficient 
income between pension and expected 
Social Security payments. Combined 
with their investment accounts, they 
firmly believe that they won’t ever need 
the IRA money to live on. However, 
they are hesitant to give away assets 
in their IRAs because of their concern 
over rising health care costs and the 
possibility of needing extended care.

One potential solution would be to 
use a life insurance policy with a guar-

Gearing Up for Hybrid LTC
Find Out How This Combo is Driving Sales

Selling LTC: Uncovering the 
Benefits to  a Life Insurance Policy

Read these two featured articles to find 
out how LTC/life combos can address 
the complex needs of your clients.
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anteed death benefit that also contains 
a chronic illness rider or T  rider. n 
these policies, the rider accesses the 
death benefit, as an advance, to provide 
funds for expenses associated with long
term care. any options are available 
including paying only reimbursement 
of actual expenses, paying 

a specified monthly amount based on 
selections at purchase, and providing a 
specified percentage of the death benefit 
at the time of the acceleration. or our 
purposes, we will select a chronic illness 
rider that offers an acceleration of the 
death benefit at the time of claim. ere 
is how to best position this with our 
example client and how to explain why 
it may be a better solution than ordi
nary T  policies  irst and foremost, 
this option offers a significant death 
benefit as a life insurance policy with 
a guaranteed death benefit. t can be 
used to leave a legacy for children or 
grandchildren, provide for college costs, 
endow their Alma mater, or whatever 
suits the clients’ wishes. n addition, 
that death benefit is guaranteed. nless 
the policy rider is accelerated, noth
ing short of a policy lapse will prevent 
this. As a side note, while mentioning 
policy lapse, we should address us
ing short pay and single pay policies. 
They are used heavily for planning or 
structuring an annuity to guarantee 
future payments to avoid this possibil
ity. arriers structure that the lapse 
risk into the policy pricing as they 

predict claims. The most relevant dif
ference from traditional T  coverage 
is that your client will get what they 
paid for — a death benefit paid directly 
to their beneficiary as they intended. 

ext, we should look at the policy’s 
flexibility. sually, these policies only 
have a day waiting period and pay 

any amount up to the specified 
yearly limit directly to the 

policy owner. The pay

ments can be used for almost anything, 
such as paying your grandchild to live 
with you and care for you, for example. 
This could be one of the most appealing 
aspects for your clients. any clients 
dread the idea of a cold institution 
being responsible for their care and 
find the idea of home care appealing 
in comparison. n addition, the policy 
allows flexibility around the amount 
accelerated. lients don’t need to take 
more out than necessary, which leaves 
the tax efficient death benefit intact as 
much as possible. The policy becomes 
an asset with flexibility around how 
and when to access. lients and their 
families can use it at their discretion.

f course we can’t discuss all of the 
options and variables of life insurance 
policies with T  or chronic illness 
riders, but it does make sense to at 
least mention one that most agents 
are not aware of. There is a single 
premium policy with some unique 
design features for clients, including 
a guaranteed return of premium from 
day one. n other words, this product 
might be extraordinarily appealing 
to clients who have money in s or 

money market accounts that provide 
no ancillary benefits. n addition, this 
particular policy offers an T  rider 
with a specific monthly benefit. ost 
unusual is that the product covers 
not ust one client, but also covers the 
spouse on the same policy with the 
same premium, and would allow both 
to go on claim at the same time. n 
top of all of that, it has a significant 
life insurance death benefit. roducts 

like this are changing the industry 
and allowing clients incredible flexibil
ity with significant coverage for their 
health related concerns. With all these 
options available, if you are not con
sidering and positioning life insurance 
products with these additional benefits 
to your clients, there is a good chance 
someone else is, or will be soon. q
–––––––––
Ray Kathawa has been working with 
agents and advisors for over 10 years, 
shepherding nearly $1 billion of busi-
ness in that time. The last seven of 
those 10 years have been spent at M&O 
Marketing, where Ray operates as one of 
the top national marketing consultants. 
In his time at M&O Ray has achieved 
the Bo Johnson award as Marketer of 
Year, two consecutive years, making him 
the only national marketer to achieve 
that level of success.  When Ray is away 
from M&O, he is devoting his time to 
his wife, son, and the St Jude’s March 
of Dimes organization. Kathawa’s 
work ethic and attitude about what 
he does and how he does it is what 
truly sets him apart and makes him an 
invaluable addition to this industry.
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by Gene A. Pastula, CFPÆ

For years insurance profession-
als have been trying to find the 
right combination of benefits 

and costs that will motivate those who 
are willing to consider preparing for 
the inevitable need for assistance with 
activities of daily living at some time in 
their lives. eople with large incomes 
or who have substantial assets en oy 
some options that the rest of us do not 
— the choice to purchase insurance 
or self-insure. For most, this means 
doing nothing about the problem until 
the worst happens and then relying on 
your own resources to cover the cost.

This, of course, is not always the ideal 
solution. o one likes the idea of risking 
$100,000 to $400,000 or more, but the 
alternative is to pay large premiums 
for insurance they hope to never use. 
And they didn’t build their net worth 
by throwing away good money. nder-
standing this unattractive alternative is 
why linked benefit life was developed. 

It’s the Smarter Way 
to Self-Insure

ost professionals who focus on selling 
long term care insurance have dealt 
with a constantly changing industry that 
can’t seem to settle on the best formula 
for a product that will sell and be profit-
able at the same time. But one thing has 
been consistent over the years — the 
ob ective is to come as close as possible 
to having the insurer totally assume the 
client’s financial risk of long term care.

The typical sale’s process is to match, 
as closely as possible, the benefits 
provided by the policy to the likely 
cost and type of care and have it keep 
up with inflation — similar to how a 
homeowner’s policy is sold. Anything 
short of that is, well, less than ideal. 

rospective clients face a decision to 
pay a significant premium that will 
probably be increased  for the rest of 
their lives for something that will only 
pay benefits if the worst scenario they 
can imagine happens to them. t’s no 

wonder why selling long term care in-
surance is so difficult for most advisors.

Those who choose not to purchase a 
long-term care policy are accepting the 
risk to self-insure. They believe they 
ust dodged a bullet by avoiding a very 

expensive purchase that would be like 
flushing thousands of dollars down the 
drain. This may seem like a great idea 
at the time until they are diagnosed 
with a serious condition or incur an 
in ury that will change their family 
lifestyle and their lives forever. Their 
financial advisor says, on’t worry 
about it. ou have plenty of money.  t’s 
comforting until someone in the family 
must write checks for ,  to ,  
per month. In retrospect, self-insuring 
has ust become a really dumb idea.

Rather than continue to ignore the 
issue, those who choose to properly 
self insure should allocate money that 
will be readily available when they 
need a caregiver at their home at a 
cost of $4,000 to $10,000 per month or 

Long-Term Care: 
Self-Insure if You Can

Gearing Up for Hybrid LTC
Find Out How This Combo is Driving Sales
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when they are admitted to a nursing 
home at $6,000 to $9,000 per month.

For those with enough assets, there 
will always be money somewhere. Mon-
ey that will be allocated for long-term 
care is probably best placed where it will 
be liquid and somehow guaranteed to 
be worth enough to provide the required 
additional income when needed. It 
would take about $260,000 earning 5% 
to generate $6,000 per month for four 
years, not taking in to account any taxes 
that would be paid. Self-insurance is 
a credible option as long as the client 
has that amount of money set aside or 
knows that their money will grow to 
that amount by the time they need it. 
And I’ll bet the client will feel really 
good about that decision at that time.

The problem is that there is no way 
of knowing how long it will be before 
long-term care will be needed, what 
kind of care will be needed, how long 
it will be needed, and what the actual 
cost will be. A client who can allocate 
as little as $135,000 and get 7% per 
year and can count on 10 years to ac-
cumulate, should be good to go unless 
they need more than four years of care. 
Costs will have increased by then. 

This is where a good linked benefit 
life based strategy is appropriate. 

inked benefit life is the only financial 
instrument that can hold money safely 
and perform all of these things we want 
it to do. When you think about it in 
financial terms, as an investment for 
older clients, life insurance becomes a 
very attractive option. We know how 
much is invested in premiums and what 
the benefit will be. nly the probable 
rate of return remains a mystery since 
it will depend on when death occurs 
or care is needed. For many people 
the worst case is living a long life and 
having a modest 3% rate of return 
on premium. If they die at their life 
expectancy age, it is more like 5%. If 
they can get lucky and die early, the 
annual return on their premium invest-
ment can easily be over 10%, tax free.

The client can place money in a life 
insurance policy with a special provi-
sion that allows the insured access 
to the death benefit before they die. 
We can make that money grow all of 
a sudden when it’s needed to pay for 
long-term care — much like we would 

expect it to do when death occurs. If 
the need for care lasts only for a short 
time, the undispersed remainder of the 
death benefit will pass to the heirs. So, 
unlike typical long-term care insur-
ance, once the money has been paid into 
the cash value account of the policy, 
someone is going to realize a positive 
return. We also know that, just like 
with any other liquid asset, we can get 
at that money for any reason at any 
time (subject to conditions that vary 
with different carriers and products).

ost linked benefit products of-
fer additional riders that continue to 
pay the long term care benefits for 
several years after the death benefit 
has been exhausted; thus providing a 
long term care benefit that is three to 
six times the original premium de-
posit. And in the case of one carrier, 

an unlimited lifetime benefit can be 
purchased.  A note of caution here: Do 
not confuse the linked benefit long term 
care policy [IRS code Section 7702(b)] 
with the chronic illness riders [Sec-
tion 101(g)]. For a white paper on the 
subject go to http://goo.gl/emDcNs . 

Experience has taught us that self-
insurance is most appealing well before 
the need occurs. But when it comes time 
to write the checks, everyone would 
prefer an insurance company to be in-
volved. With linked benefit life we have 
developed the best of these options. Well 
before the time of need, it’s just another 
cash account on the balance sheet that’s 
available for any need at any time. 
However, when death or the need for 
long-term care occurs, it instantly in-
creases and becomes a valuable resource 
that can help minimize the financial 
impact to the family and the estate.

So why doesn’t everyone with some 
investable assets get a linked benefit 
plan for their portfolio? ne very 

important reason is that the advisor 
is presenting it like a long-term care 
insurance policy instead of an asset 
that will be profitable to the client or 
his estate no matter what happens.

Like any homeowners or auto insur-
ance policy, most long-term care sales 
are made based on premium. The major-
ity of the thousands of conventional 
LTC policies sold each year boil down 
to, ‘Can you offer a plan that is satisfac-
tory at a premium that is acceptable 
to me?’ f you present a linked benefit 
plan like a conventional policy ($x 
amount of benefits for y amount of 
premium), the only feature you offer is 
that there is no use it or lose it in the 
equation. But when the clients have the 
resources available to move into such 
a plan, (in one lump sum or in annual 
instalments) you explain the following:
•  The value of their investment as op-

posed to the expense of LTC insurance.
•  That for $50,000 or $100,000 they 

can instantly create an asset that’s 
three to six times that amount if 
they ever need long-term care

•  That their $100,000 is never spent, 
but remains on their balance sheet 
under the name of the insurance 
company instead of the bank

•  That their results are guaranteed 
with little or no chance of a rate 
increase, depending on the carrier.
When presented this way, instead 

of getting a response that the policy 
is too expensive, you will hear what 
we have been hearing for 25 years, 
“It sounds too good to be true.” Since 

, linked benefit products have 
been a solid, successful alternative 
strategy that provides predictable 
results and peace of mind. They are a 
fundamental asset in any portfolio. q
––––––––––
Gene Pastula, CFP is founder and 
president of Westland Financial Ser-
vices, Inc. a national insurance mar-
keting firm serving financial planners 
and investment advisors since 1974; 
and the innovator of the linked-Benefit 
concept. He has trained over 7,000 
advisors in the portfolio applications of 
life insurance and annuities and has 
contributed in such national publica-
tions as the Wall Street Journal and 
Investor’s Business Daily. Gene can be 
reached at genep@westlandinc.com.

“…linked benefit products 
have been a solid, successful 

alternative strategy that provides 
predictable results and peace of 
mind. They are a fundamental 

asset in any portfolio.”
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18.  Do you provide coverage for all 
types of specialist referrals? 

Aflac: The Aflac Group Dental plan does not re uire referrals.
Assurant Dental Network: Yes.
Ameritas PPO and the FDH Networks: Yes, specialty coverage can be a 
part of any Ameritas plan design. Our networks comprise a full spectrum of 
specialists to cover the needs of our customers.
Aetna: Yes
Anthem Blue Cross: Yes, specialist care is available for both our Dental 
PPO and DHMO plans. No referrals are re uired on our Dental PPO plans, in-
cluding Dental Prime and Dental Complete. On our DHMO plans, the mem-
ber s general dentist can refer them to a specialist when needed. 
BEN-E-LECT: Specialist referrals are not necessary. Coverage is available 
for all types of specialty procedures including, but not limited to, endodontic, 
periodontic, cosmetic, orthodontics, oral surgery and pedodontics.
BEST Life: Yes, specialists are covered at full contract benefits as described 
in our Indemnity and PPO plan certificates of insurance. Our orthodontic 
plan is available for all of our PPO and Indemnity plans either at a deductible 
or lifetime maximum. 
Blue Shield: Specialist care is available for all dental plans. Dental PPO/INO 
plan members may self-refer to any specialist, although INO members can 
only see network providers. For dental HMO plan members, the primary care 
dentist is responsible for referring the member to a participating specialist  
however, there is no coverage for prosthodontic specialists. 

BRIGHTER: Yes and Brighter features a provider network with specialists in 
all areas of dental.

Cigna:  DHMO  Network general dentists initiate patient referrals for end-
odontic, oral surgery, and periodontal treatment. Referrals are valid for 90 
days from the approval date. Specialty referrals are not re uired for orth-
odontic treatment, if covered on their plan design or for pediatric care for 
children up to age seven as long as individuals visit network specialists. The 
network dentist may submit a re uest for pre-authorization to Cigna Den-
tal for oral surgery, endodontic and periodontal services. Individuals are 
responsible for the applicable patient charges listed on the Patient Charge 
Schedule for all covered procedures. After specialty treatment is complete, 
the individual should return to the network general dentist for care. If it is 
determined that a network specialist is not available, the general dentist 
will refer the patient to a non-network specialist and the patient will only be 
responsible for charges listed on the Patient Charge Schedule. 
DPPO There is no need for a referral by a primary care dentist to obtain 
services from a specialist with the Cigna Dental PPO plan. Members may 

choose to seek service from any in- or out-of-network specialist or gen-
eral dentist at any time. Of course, network dentists have agreed to our 
reduced fee schedules, which lower out-of-pocket expenses.
DEPO There is no need for a referral by a primary care dentist to obtain 
services from a specialist with the Cigna Dental EPO plan. Members can 
visit any network specialist or general dentist at any time to receive coverage. 
INDEMNITY  Cigna Traditional indemnity members are always free to 
seek care from any licensed dentist at any time.

Delta Dental: Fee-for-service enrollees can self-refer  referral by the gen-
eral dentist isn t re uired. For DHMO enrollees, the primary care dentist is 
responsible for submitting the predetermination re uest and directing the 
enrollee to the appropriate specialist once authorization is received.
Dental Health Services: Yes. Dental Health Services  plans provide spe-
cialty coverage for endodontics, periodontics, oral surgery, pedodontics, 
and orthodontics.
Guardian: We provide coverage for all types of dental specialists.
Health Net Dental: Health Net Dental DHMO plans cover a wide range 
of specialty care, including endodontics, periodontics, oral surgery, pedo-
dontics and orthodontics. If the procedure is covered under the plan, the 
member must first see general dentist for a specialty care referral to a 
general dentist
HumanaDental: HumanaDental provides coverage for specialist referrals  
members are encouraged to refer to their certificate of coverage to confirm 
the service being sought is a covered benefit under their plan. Humana-
Dental encourages members to check if the specialist referred by their 
dental provider is in-network. Humana has a provider directory available on 
our website, www.Humana.com. Members can also call the customer ser-
vice number on the back of their insurance card. Members should re uest 
a pre-treatment estimate from the provider.
Principal Financial Group: Generally yes.
Securian Dental: Our plans do not re uire referrals. We provide coverage 
based on plan benefits.
United Concordia: Our PPO plans do not re uire specialist referrals. Our 
DHMO plans re uire referrals from the general dentist office for specialty 
coverage for endodontics, periodontics, pedodontics, oral surgery and or-
thodontics. However, the DHMO referral process is open, in that there is no 
re uirement for United Concordia to pre-authorize the referrals. The services 
provided by specialists that are considered for benefit reimbursement are 
limited to the specifics of the dental contract for each covered member. 
Western Dental: Specialty coverage is available in all of our group plans. 
Oral surgery, periodontics, endodontics, pedodontics, and orthodontics 
are covered specialties.

19.  If covered, explain the process that allows 
the general dentist to refer to the specialist.

Aetna: For DMO plans, general practitioners can refer to a participating 
specialist directly based on published guidelines. DMO members have 
direct access to participating orthodontists and do not need a specialty 
referral. Indemnity and PPO plans have direct access for specialty services.
Aflac: The Aflac Group Dental plan does not re uire referrals.
Ameritas PPO and the FDH Networks: Specialist referrals are allowed 
at any time from our general dentists. There is no gate-keeper involved in 
this process.
Anthem Blue Cross: With our Dental Prime and Dental Complete plans, 
we do not re uire referrals. For the Dental Net DHMO, referrals that do 
not include high-risk procedures are reviewed post-treatment. Using the 
direct referral program, the participating general dentist can refer a patient 
to a specialist without prior authorization. Dentists  practice patterns are 
reviewed to help ensure that they share in our commitment to providing ac-
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cess to effective healthcare. For the Dental Net DHMO products, the mem-
ber’s assigned general dentist can call the customer service hotline in an 
emergency to get an immediate authorization for emergency services. 
Assurant Dental Network: The member does need a referral from the 
dentist. They may self-refer to a specialist.
BEN-E-LECT: Referral is not necessary for any of BEN-E-LECT’s plans. The 
member may select a specialist and schedule an appointment upon mak-
ing a phone call or personal visit.
BEST Life: No referral is necessary. Insureds can visit a specialist at any time.
Blue Shield: For DHMO plan members, the general dentist completes a 
specialty care referral form and provides a copy to the member, who pro-
vides the form to the participating specialist at the time of the appoint-
ment. Dental PPO plan members may self-refer to a specialist.
BRIGHTER: There is no formal referral process with Brighter. Members 
are free to choose their dentist or specialist using our online platform.
Cigna:  DHMO – Network general dentists initiate patient referrals for end-
odontic, oral surgery, and periodontal treatment. Referrals are confirmed 
for 90 days from the approval date. Specialty referrals are not required for 
orthodontic treatment or pediatric care for children up to seven years old, 
as long as members visit network specialists. The network dentist may 
submit a request for preauthorization to Cigna for oral surgery, endodontic 
and periodontal services. Members are responsible for the applicable pa-
tient charges listed on the patient charge schedule (PCS) for covered pro-
cedures. After specialty treatment is finished, the member should return to 
the network general dentist for care. 
If a network specialist is not available, the general dentist will refer the 
member to an out-of-network specialist, and the member will only be 
responsible for charges listed on the PCS; however, Cigna Dental Care 
(DHMO) network general dentists render the range of services that are 
required for graduation from dental school, including diagnostic treatment, 
preventive treatment, operative dentistry, crown and bridge, partial and 
complete dentures, root canal therapy, minor oral surgery, preliminary peri-
odontal therapy, and pediatric dentistry.
DPPO – There is no need for a referral by a primary care dentist to obtain 
services from a specialist with the Cigna DPPO plan. Members may choose 
to seek service from any in- or out-of-network specialist or general dentist 
at any time. Of course, network dentists have agreed to our reduced fee 
schedules, which lower out-of-pocket expenses.
DEPO – There is no need for a referral by a primary care dentist to obtain 
services from a specialist with the Cigna DEPO plan. Members can visit 
any network specialist or general dentist at any time to receive coverage. 
INDEMNITY – Cigna Traditional indemnity members are always free to 
seek care from any licensed dentist at any time.
Delta Dental: Fee-for-service enrollees can self-refer; referral by the gen-
eral dentist isn’t required. For DHMO enrollees, the primary care dentist is 
responsible for submitting the predetermination request and directing the 
enrollee to the appropriate specialist once authorization is received.
Dental Health Services: The participating general dental office sends 
Dental Health Services a specialist referral authorization. Upon approval, 
the authorization is sent back to the general dentist who informs the pa-
tient that they are now eligible to get appropriate care from a specialist.
Guardian: For the DHMO plan, any complex treatment requiring the skills 
of a dental specialist may be referred to a participating specialist dentist. 
Our DHMO plans offer direct referral in which the member may be referred 
directly by their primary care dentist to a participating specialist without 
pre-authorization.
Health Net Dental: For DHMO plans that require pre-authorization, the 
contracting primary care dentist completes a specialty referral form and 
submits to Health Net Dental. Approvals are returned to the primary care 
dentist, member and specialist. Upon receiving the approval, the member 
contacts the specialty office to schedule an appointment for completion 

of treatment. For plans that have direct referral, the primary care dentist 
may directly refer the member to a participating specialist by visiting our 
website or by contacting our customer service. Our PPO dental plans allow 
self-referrals to participating or non-participating specialists as needed.
HumanaDental: General dentists are encouraged to refer members to 
participating specialists to provide the highest level of benefit to the mem-
ber. The general dentist can refer out-of-network if there are no specialists 
within a reasonable distance.
Principal Financial Group: Patients can choose any provider in the net-
work; referrals are not required.
Securian Dental: No referral is required.
United Concordia: If a general dentist determines that a patient requires 
referral to a specialist, all care must be coordinated through the primary 
dental office. The primary dental office should refer the patient to a par-
ticipating specialist located in our Concordia Plus Specialist Directory and 
also complete the specialty care referral Form. The patient should be given 
a copy of the referral form to give to the specialist at the time of their ap-
pointment. The specialist will then be responsible to submit the claim, cor-
responding documentation and referral form to United Concordia for reim-
bursement. There is no requirement for United Concordia to pre-authorize 
the referral, thus providing better access to care when it is needed.
Western Dental: Once the general dentist determines that the necessary 
procedure is out of his or her scope of practice, the office will submit a 
written referral request to our plan. Western Dental’s dental director then 
determines whether the referral is medically necessary and whether the 
procedure is covered under the benefit plan.

20.  Are any of your specialists board eligible/certified?
Aetna: Yes
Ameritas PPO: Yes, all are board-eligible or certified and are monitored 
during the PPO credentialing process.
Anthem Blue Cross: All contracted specialists with Anthem Blue Cross 
must be board certified/board eligible.
Aflac: Aflac Group Dental has no provider networks, however, for benefits 
to be payable, the specialist must be licensed by his or her state to perform 
the required treatment.
Assurant Dental Network: Yes.
BEN-E-LECT: Yes. BEN-E-LECT requires that all participating specialists be 
board certified.
BEST Life: All of our specialists are certified and must meet a rigorous cre-
dentialing process to be admitted into the network. DenteMax credentials 
its specialists using the following elements:

  License to Practice   DEA/CDS Certificates
  Education/Board Certification   Work History

•  Malpractice Claims History •  Malpractice Insurance
•  Application and Attestation Content •  Sanctions Against Licensure

  Medicare / Medicaid Sanctions   Medicare Opt Out
Blue Shield: Yes, but certification varies by specialist. Dental specialists 
may be certified, but it is not an industry re uirement. Therefore we do not 
track board certification. We ensure that members receive the best pos-
sible care by credentialing and re-credentialing dentists following NCQA 
guidelines. 
BRIGHTER: All Brighter dentists go through a rigorous certification process 
that includes validation of industry eligibility and certifications.
Cigna: DHMO/DEPO/DPPO  Network dentists contracted to provide 
specialty care have successfully completed postgraduate dental specialty 
programs in their fields. Our networks include specialists in periodontics, 
orthodontics, endodontics, pediatric dentistry, and oral surgery. We accept 
dentists who are recognized specialists, including those that are board-
certified or board eligible.
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INDEMNITY – Network related issues are not applicable to the Cigna tradition-
al indemnity plan. Members may choose any licensed dentist to provide care.
Delta Dental: Delta Dental re uires board certification where it is re uired 
by state law. Under the fee-for-service plans, Delta Dental credentials all of 
its participating specialists in the same manner, whether they are board-
eligible or board-certified. Under the DHMO plans, Delta Dental re uires all 
DeltaCare USA network specialists to be board- ualified.
Dental Health Services: Yes. Majority of Dental Health Services  dental 
specialists are board certified.
Guardian: Many of our PPO specialists are board certified or eligible and 
all of the DHMO specialists are board eligible.
Health Net Dental: Yes.
HumanaDental: All participating specialists must provide copies of their 
specialty licenses or residency certificates.
Principal Financial Group: Yes. All specialists are required to be board 
eligible, board certified or be a designated specialist by the ADA.
Securian Dental: 100% of the specialists in our network are board certi-
fied or board eligible.
United Concordia: Yes, as part of our credentialing process, we verify 
each dentist s education, license and certifications. 
Western Dental: All contracted specialists are board-eligible/certified.

21. How do you fund your specialty care?
Aetna: Specialty services are paid on a fee-for-service basis.
Aflac: Aflac Group Dental insurance pays a set amount per procedure 
based on a table of allowances. Additionally, insureds have the freedom to 
choose their own providers without precertification.
Ameritas PPO and the FDH Networks: Specialty care claims are paid 
out of the same claims reserve that is established for the group s general 
dentist claims. If employers are fully insured, all are funded out of the pre-
mium charged to each group. If employers are self-funded, the specialist 
claims would be included in the claim funding bill provided to the employer.
Anthem Blue Cross: Claims for specialty care for both Dental PPO and 
DHMO plans are paid according to the provider s fee schedule. 
Assurant Dental Network: Proprietary
BEST Life: Specialty care is built into the premium. Specialty care received 
by a network provider is reimbursed at a discounted fixed fee schedule. 
Specialty care received by a non-network provider is reimbursed on what is 
usual and customary for that area, procedure and specialty.
Blue Shield: Specialty care is paid on a discounted fee for service basis 
for dental HMO, INO and PPO plan designs. Member and plan copayments 
vary, depending on the plan design.
BRIGHTER: The employer sets its own funding & specialty amounts. 
Cigna:  DHMO We contract with an extensive network of specialists to en-
sure that we provide our members with the needed services at negotiated 
fee levels. We pay specialists based on a reduced fee schedule. Patient 
charges listed on the patient charge schedule (PCS) apply at the special-
ist s office once we have authorized payment. We review referrals to spe-
cialists for eligibility and coverage.
DEPO – The DEPO plan uses our national DPPO network. Specialists are 
part of the Cigna DPPO network, and members can seek care from any 
network specialist without a referral.
Like network general dentists, network specialists are contracted on a 
discounted fee-for-service (FFS) schedule based on average charges in a 
geographic area. 
DPPO – Specialists are part of the Cigna DPPO network; members can seek 
care from an in-network or out-of-network specialist without a referral.
Like network general dentists, we contract with network specialists on a dis-
counted fee-for-service schedule based on average charges in a geographic 

area. We pay out-of-network dentists according to maximum reimbursable 
charge levels or fixed schedules, depending on the plan design.
INDEMNITY – The Cigna Traditional indemnity plan is not a network-based plan.
Delta Dental: Specialty care is built into the premium. Under the fee-for-
service plans, specialists are reimbursed by a combination of maximum 
plan allowances by procedure (contracted fees between Delta Dental and 
dentists) and coinsurance paid by the covered enrollee. Under the DHMO 
plan, network specialists are reimbursed for preauthorized services on a 
per-claim basis according to contracted fee schedule and copayment paid 
by the enrollee.
Dental Health Services: Specialty care and treatment are paid for on a 
contracted basis and payment varies by procedure. These costs are built 
into each plan s monthly premium rate.
Guardian: Our PPO specialists are paid on a fee-for-service basis. For our 
DHMO plans, specialty care is funded through a portion of premium.
Health Net Dental: For both our DHMO and DPPO plans, we underwrite 
and rate dental plans based on an assumed specialty care claims liability 
and build an allowance into our dental premiums.
HumanaDental: Specialists are paid on a fee-for-service basis according 
to a contracted fee-schedule amount or by reimbursement limit.
Principal Financial Group: Through normal plan provisions.
Securian Dental: Network dentists (general and specialty dentists) are 
reimbursed on the basis of a discounted fixed fee schedule. Network den-
tists agree to accept the fee schedule amount as full consideration, less 
applicable deductibles, coinsurance and amounts exceeding the benefit 
maximums and will not balance bill the member.
United Concordia: Both PPO and DHMO specialists are paid on a negoti-
ated fee-for-service basis. 
Western Dental: We incorporate into our premiums what we expect spe-
cialty care claims to be. We then pay the claims based on dental necessity 
and plan guidelines.

22.  Does the member have to be referred by 
the primary dentist to the orthodontist 
or can he or she self-refer?

Aetna: Member can self-refer.
Aflac: The Aflac Group Dental plan does not re uire referrals. Insureds 
may self-refer.
Ameritas PPO and the FDH Networks: No, every member can self-refer.
Anthem Blue Cross: We do not re uire referrals in our PPO plans, includ-
ing Dental Prime and Dental Complete. Members enrolled in the Anthem 
Blue Cross Dental Net DHMO program must be referred by their primary 
dentist to an orthodontist. Using our direct referral program, the participat-
ing general dentist can refer the patient directly to the specialist without 
prior authorization.
Assurant Dental Network: They can self-refer.
BEN-E-LECT: Members may self-refer to any orthodontist they prefer. In-network 
versus out-of-network and plan selection will determine coverage provided.
BEST Life: No referral is necessary.
Blue Shield: For dental HMO plans, the general dentist completes a spe-
cialty care referral form and provides a copy to the member, who brings this 
to the participating specialist at the time of the appointment. Dental PPO/
INO plan members may self-refer.
Brighter: Self-refer
Delta Dental: Under the fee-for-service plans, enrollees can self-refer. For 
DHMO plans, the assigned network dentist submits a referral re uest for 
orthodontic treatment to Delta Dental. The network dentist is notified upon 
approval and is responsible for advising the DeltaCare USA enrollee who 
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then contacts the assigned network orthodontist for an appointment.
Cigna: None of our plans require a referral for orthodontic care. 
Dental Health Services: Yes. Members must get a referral from a par-
ticipating Dental Health Services dentist before visiting a participating or-
thodontist.
Guardian: PPO members can self-refer to all types of specialty care, in-
cluding orthodontia. General Dentists in our DHMO network will refer the 
member to a participating orthodontist. The referral does not require plan 
authorization.
Health Net Dental: Our DPPO product does not require referrals for spe-
cialty or orthodontic care, so participants may self-refer. For DHMO, there 
are three types of specialty referral processes based on the member’s 
schedule of benefits. For plans that re uire pre-authorization, a specialty 
referral form must be submitted by the primary care dentist. For plans that 
have direct referral, the primary care dentist may directly refer the member 
to a participating orthodontist by visiting our website or by contacting our 
customer service. For plans that allow self-referral, the member may go 
directly to a contracted specialist by visiting our website or by contacting 
our customer service.
HumanaDental: In our PPO, the member can self-refer to an orthodontist. 
HumanaDental encourages members to ensure any dental provider is in-
network. Humana has a provider directory available on our website, www.
Humana.com. Members can also call the customer service number on the 
back of their insurance card. 
Principal Financial Group: A member can choose to seek services from 
any provider.
Securian Dental: The member can self-refer.
United Concordia: Our PPO plans allow members to self-refer. Under our 
DHMO plans, the primary dental office determines if a specialty referral is 
required, regardless of the specialty. 
Western Dental: The member has to be referred by the primary dentist 
to the orthodontist for our IPA Dental Plan. Our Western Centers-only plan 
allows the member to self-refer.

23.  What is the time frame for processing a 
referral in terms of member notification 
and payment to the specialist?

Aetna: DMO general practitioners usually provide a member with an im-
mediate referral. Specialty payments are made on receipt and adjudica-
tion of the claim.
Aflac: Aflac Group Dental doesn t re uire referrals because insureds have 
the freedom to choose their own dentist without restriction.
Ameritas: Since this is a self-referring process, this question is not ap-
plicable.
Anthem Blue Cross: With our PPO plans, there is no need for a referral. 
With Anthem Blue Cross Dental Net DHMO plans, referrals are usually pro-
cessed within 48 hours through the use of our Direct Referral program. Re-
ferrals for emergency reasons are usually processed within the same day.
Assurant Dental Network: N/A
BEN-E-LECT: Referral is not necessary. Members may call and schedule 
the appointment as desired.
BEST Life: No referrals are required. Members may self-refer to any spe-
cialist they choose.
Blue Shield: For dental HMO plans, the general dentist completes a special-
ty care referral form and provides a copy to the member, who brings this to 
the participating specialist at the time of the appointment. Our average turn-
around time for claims payment to the specialist after receipt of the claim is 
approximately six days. Our dental PPO plans do not require referrals.
Brighter: N/A

Delta Dental: For PPO and Premier patients, specialty care referrals are 
not required, and payments to specialists are processed the same as for 
general dentists. For DHMO enrollees, preauthorizations for specialty care 
processed within five business days.
Dental Health Services: Emergency referrals are processed immediately. 
In a non-emergency situation, referrals are processed within one to two 
weeks. Claims are paid within two to three weeks.
Guardian: Referrals are not required under our PPO plans. For our DHMO 
plans, payment to the specialist is within 30 days of receipt of the claim.
Health Net Dental: The average turnaround time in processing a non-
emergency referral is 48 hours and then 7-10 business days for the EOB 
to be received by the member.

Once the claim is submitted by the specialist, our average turnaround 
time in processing is 10 business days of receipt and then 7-10 business 
days for specialists to receive payment in the mail. If claim was sent elec-
tronically, it will be sooner.
HumanaDental: Most HumanaDental plans do not require a referral from 
a general dentist to a specialist. The member gets a higher benefit when 
seeing a participating dentist and specialist. In 2013, 97% of claims were 
processed within 14 calendar days
Securian Dental: No referral is required.
United Concordia: All referrals are immediately effective. There is no 
requirement for specialty referrals to be pre-authorized by United Concor-
dia. The member is instructed to provide the referral to the specialist at 
the time of service and the specialist files the referral with the claim. All 
claims, including specialist claims, mailed to United Concordia are usually 
processed within 14 days. Claims filed electronically are processed during 
the weekly cycle.
Western Dental: Emergency referrals are handled within 24-hours. The 
turnaround for non-emergency referrals is three business days. Specialists 
can expect payment in 10 business days for clean claims.

24.  If you limit services with an annual or 
lifetime maximum, what does the maximum 
dollar amount allowed refer to?

Aetna: The maximum dollar amount refers to the total amount Aetna will 
pay for covered benefits.
Aflac: The annual maximum refers to the maximum amount of benefits 
that may be received within a policy year per covered person. Annual maxi-
mums do not apply to wellness and X-ray benefits.
Ameritas: The maximum is the total amount of dollars payable to a mem-
ber under their policy during the specified plan year.
Anthem Blue Cross: Our Dental PPO plans have an annual maximum, 
which refers to the maximum dollar amount that will be paid by the plan 
in a calendar year. With Anthem Blue Cross Dental Net and Dental Select 
DHMO plans, there are no annual or lifetime maximums.
Assurant Dental Network: Our PPO plans have a variety of annual maximums.
BEN-E-LECT: The maximum dollar and lifetime maximum refers to all ser-
vices and procedures unless specified otherwise by benefit.
BEST Life: Lifetime maximum applies to orthodontia benefits. We offer 
multiple choices of calendar year maximums for preventive, basic and ma-
jor procedures.
Blue Shield: The “maximum” is the maximum amount paid for covered 
benefits under the plan. The dental HMO plans have no annual maximum 
or lifetime maximum.

Dental PPO annual plan maximums range from $1,000 to $2,000 and 
encompass all dental services received except orthodontics. Dental INO 
plans have a $2500 annual maximum. There are no lifetime maximums 
for dental PPO/INO plans.

Orthodontia is offered to adults and children in many dental PPO plans 
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as an additional benefit, which does not apply to the plan annual maximum. 
Group dental PPO/INO plans provide a generous calendar year orthodon-

tic maximum of 1,000  there is no lifetime orthodontic maximum. Individu-
al and family dental PPO plans offer low copayment and a two-year lifetime 
orthodonture benefit. Dental HMO plans have no annual maximum.
BRIGHTER: Services & claims payments actually utilized. 
Cigna: DHMO  There is no annual or lifetime maximum. 
DPPO/DEPO/Dental indemnity  The maximum dollar amount refers to 
the maximum amount payable by Cigna for covered services rendered.
Delta Dental: Under the fee-for-service plans, the maximum dollar amount 
refers to the maximum dollar amount paid by the plan. Our DHMO plans do 
not have annual or lifetime maximums.
Dental Health Services: The majority of Dental Health Services  prepaid 
(D-HMO) plan offerings have no annual dollar maximums, although this 
option is available by client re uest. PPO plan annual maximums range 
from 500 to 2000. 

Please call or email your broker advocate, and a client service manager 
will help you and your clients receive excellent, innovative and custom ben-
efit programs that fit their needs.
Guardian: The maximum refers to the total of benefit dollars actually paid 
for covered services incurred within the annual period, or the member s 
lifetime in the case of orthodontia. With Preventive Advantage, only Basic 
and Major services count toward the annual maximum. We also offer an 
option to cover cleaning after the maximum is reached.
Health Net Dental: The maximum dollar amount is the total amount the 
plan will pay for covered benefits.
Humana Dental: Annual maximum refers to the maximum amount paid 
annually for services, excluding orthodontia. Orthodontic treatment has a 
lifetime maximum.
Principal Financial Group: The maximum dollar amount refers to benefits paid.
Securian Dental: The annual and lifetime maximum refer to the maxi-
mum dollar amounts we will pay for covered services in a calendar year 
(annual maximum) or over the coverage lifetime (lifetime maximum). Our 
plans generally include an annual maximum for non-orthodontic covered 
services and a separate lifetime maximum for orthodontia.
United Concordia: DHMO plans do not have annual or lifetime maxi-
mums. PPO plan annual and lifetime maximums vary by benefit plan and 
refer to the total amount paid in benefits by United Concordia annually or 
over the member s lifetime.
Western Dental: The Series 7 DMO plans do not have an annual or life-
time maximum.

25.  How and when do you provide eligibility 
information to your dental offices? How can you 
ensure that your offices will provide services 
to a member if they are not on the eligibility 
listing and it is after regular plan hours?

Aetna: Eligibility is available to our providers 24/7 by calling our automat-
ed telephone in uiry system or by accessing the online eligibility roster. 
DMO providers receive eligibility rosters the first week of each month.
Aflac: Providers may verify eligibility online — aflac.com — or by calling 
Aflac s customer service center at 1.800.99.AFLAC. Aflac Group does not 
re uire pre ualification for treatment.
Ameritas: They will want to verify eligibility through our real time system. 
Our plans do not re uire preauthorization or mandated PPO network usage.
Anthem Blue Cross: Participating providers can confirm eligibility via our 
secure website 24/7. Also, our customer service representatives are avail-
able toll-free Monday through Friday from 5:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (PST) to 
help members with locating network providers, verifying provider status, 
member eligibility, answering claim uestions, uoting plan benefits, and 

receiving member complaints. An interactive voice response (IVR) system 
is also available to answer calls and provide information 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week. 
Assurant Dental Network: Prepaid/DHMO eligibility is provided on a 
monthly basis. A call center is available during regular business hours for 
eligibility issues.
BEN-E-LECT: BEN-E-LECT provides electronic eligibility 24/7 through our 
Empowr web portal for providers and members. The Pre-Paid product will 
provide services upon collecting information from the member. This infor-
mation will be transferred to BEN-E-LECT s system electronically.
BEST Life: Providers can use our fax back eligibility system to determine 
if a member is eligible, outside of normal business hours. Offices routinely 
check eligibility prior to appointments and have a process in place for deal-
ing with emergency situations.
Blue Shield: Eligibility lists for dental HMO plans are distributed to the 
dental HMO dental center during the 1st week of each month. Providers 
are responsible for contacting our customer service department to verify 
eligibility, if a member is not on their list. Our Interactive Voice Response 
(IVR) is available 24 hours, seven days a week and has the capability to 
verify eligibility and assign members.
Brighter: For every appointment scheduled via our online platform we are 
able to provide real-time eligibility information to the dental office prior to 
treating the patient.
Cigna:  Our dental health care professionals  website, CignaforHCP.com, 
allows dentists to:

 verify members  network participation and eligibility
  check members  benefit information and details on their YTD accumula-
tion toward maximums and deductibles
 view claim status
 enroll in EFT and receive payments faster 
  access and download payment reports, office management reports and 
financial reports in a printable PDF format (DHMO)
  print forms - American Dental Association (ADA) claim, referral, and more
  download policy manuals including the general dentist dental office ref-
erence guide
  access patient charge schedule at-a-glance booklet (DHMO only)
  take continuing education courses at no charge (contracted health care 
professionals only) 
 access information about the Cigna Network Rewards Program

Delta Dental: Dental offices can verify eligibility by contacting Delta Dental 
via our website, calling our automated information line or speaking with 
a customer service representative. Under the fee-for-service plans, a pa-
tient who is not shown as eligible may be asked to pay the entire amount 
of the bill up front. The dental office would be responsible for refunding 
the patient their overpayment after receiving Delta Dental payment. Under 
the DHMO plans, in addition to verifying eligibility as listed above, network 
dentists also receive eligibility lists at the beginning of each month. If an 
enrollee is not contained in Delta Dental s eligibility database and claims 
to be eligible for benefits, Delta Dental contacts the client or the client s 
benefit administrator to verify eligibility. If the eligibility verification is for 
an enrollee who has urgent or emergency needs, our customer service 
representatives will extend an urgent care authorization.
Dental Health Services: Participating dental offices receive eligibility ros-
ters twice a month. If immediate eligibility is needed at any time, the dental 
office can call Dental Health Services  24-hour automated eligibility verifi-
cation system or check eligibility online through the company s website.
Guardian: Dentists can use our online self-service website, GuardianAny-
time.com or call our toll-free line and receive a faxed verification of benefits 
from 3:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday through Friday and from 3:00 a.m. 
to 1:00 p.m. on Saturday, Pacific Time. Eligibility rosters for the DHMO plan 
are provided to the offices twice a month, at the first of the month and the 
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10th of the month. Dental Offices may also call our Member Services De-
partment from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Health Net Dental: Our DHMO dentists receive a monthly updated eligi-
bility list that includes member name, member status (active, dropped, 
suspended or transferred), member ID number, dependent names and 
eligibility status, fee schedule code, group number and capitation amount, 
if applicable.

DPPO dentists do not receive an eligibility roster as members are not 
re uired to select a primary care general dentist. Members would simply 
choose any network dentist (or non-participating dentist, if they desire) and 
schedule an appointment. DPPO and DHMO dentists can verify eligibility 
information via our interactive voice response system and Web site, which 
are both accessible 24-hours a day, seven days a week. Because the IVR 
and Web site are available 24/7, eligibility can be verified anytime of the 
day regardless of whether the need occurs during business hours.
HumanaDental: Participating offices are encouraged to check eligibility 
before providing treatment. They can verify members and benefits by call-
ing our toll-free customer service line or through our automated informa-
tion line to get 24 hour-a-day, seven-day-a week eligibility verification. There 
are no eligibility rosters for PPO business.
Securian Dental: Dental offices can use a toll free number to call custom-
er service to verify eligibility and benefits. Dental offices can also access 
www.securiandental.com to verify eligibility.
United Concordia: PPO dentists can verify eligibility at any time via our 
Dental Customer Service toll free number, or by using our online system, 
My Patients  Benefits. Primary dental offices can verify DHMO members  
eligibility and benefit information 24 hours a day, 7 days a week through 
My Patients  Benefits available online at UnitedConcordia.com or by using 
United Concordia s IVR system, which can be accessed by dialing our toll 
free Dental Customer Service phone number at (866) 357-3304. 
Western Dental: Western Dental provides eligibility listings to our staff 
model offices electronically and printed eligibility listings to our IPA Provid-
ers. This information is updated on the 1st and 15th of each month. For 
members who are not on the eligibility listing, we offer guaranteed capita-
tion to our network of providers.

26.  How do you handle early termination of 
coverage when a member is still in the 
middle of orthodontic treatment?

Aetna: We stop issuing our uarterly payments when the member is no 
longer covered.
Aflac: Benefits will cease upon termination of coverage.
Ameritas PPO: PPO provider discounts are determined using the treat-
ment start date. Our PPO providers are contractually obligated to honor 
those discounts for any ongoing covered treatment under their plan.
Anthem Blue Cross: While details vary by plan, with our Dental Prime 
and Dental Complete programs, benefit payment is pro-rated based on the 
services completed. 
Assurant Dental Network: Benefits are calculated to pay out through the pe-
riod in which they will be banded, as long as they are still active members. If 
coverage terms in the middle of treatment, no additional benefits will be paid.
BEN-E-LECT: Payment for benefits will cease at the end of the month for 
which the termination became effective.
BEST Life: Coverage terminates at the end of the month in which a mem-
ber is no longer eligible.
Blue Shield: Once the member s coverage is terminated, the cost of treat-
ment is the responsibility of the member.
BRIGHTER: We empower the employer, and their broker, to set their own 
policy for such situations and we pay claims accordingly. 

Cigna: Coverage for a dental procedure that was started before disenroll-
ment from the plan (crowns, root canal treatment, bridges, dentures, and 
partials if the teeth were fully prepared or the final impressions) will be 
extended for 90 days after disenrollment unless it was due to nonpayment 
of premiums.
Coverage for orthodontic treatment which was started before disenrollment 
from the dental plan will be extended to the end of the uarter or for 60 days 
after disenrollment, unless it was due to nonpayment of premiums.
Our standard DEPO/DPPO/Indemnity extension of coverage is 90 days  
however, other arrangements can be made.

Delta Dental: Delta Dental s obligation to pay toward orthodontic treat-
ment terminates following the date the enrollee loses eligibility or upon 
termination of the client s contract.
Dental Health Services: If a member s coverage is terminated in the 
midst of orthodontic treatment, members are encouraged to participate in 
a COBRA individual plan that will allow them to retain orthodontic benefits. 
If the member chooses not to maintain his or her coverage, the dental 
office can prorate any additional treatment fees. The member would then 
only be responsible for the prorated amount of the full treatment cost.
Guardian: When an orthodontic appliance is inserted prior to the PPO 
member s effective date, we will cover a portion of treatment. Based on 
the original treatment plan, we determine the portion of charges incurred 
by the member prior to being covered by our plan and deduct them from 
the total charges. Our payment is based on the remaining charges. We 
limit what we consider of the proposed treatment plan to the shorter of the 
proposed length of treatment, or two years from the date the orthodontic 
treatment started. Also, we enforce the plan s orthodontic benefit maxi-
mum by reducing the total benefit that Guardian would pay by the amount 
paid by the prior carrier, if applicable. If a member is undergoing orthodon-
tic treatment and his or her Guardian coverage terminates, we pro-rate 
the benefit to cover only the time period during which coverage was in 
force. We do not extend benefits. Our DHMO agreement provides for the 
contracted orthodontist to complete treatment at the contracted patient 
charge on a number of our plans. As an additional contract rider we can al-
low for supplemental transfer coverage for Orthodontia under our DHMO.
Health Net Dental: Upon termination of coverage, we will pay for orth-
odontic cases in progress on a prorated basis up to the last effective date 
of coverage. Benefits are no longer payable after the member terminates 
and are the responsibility of the member and/or the new dental carrier.
HumanaDental: HumanaDental will prorate to provide the appropriate 
amount given during the time the member was in the plan.
Principal Financial Group: On individual terminations, most of our plans 
allow for extended benefits that provide one month of additional coverage. 
Securian Dental: Benefits are paid based on the services received while 
the member was covered by Securian Dental.
United Concordia: The extension of orthodontic coverage for PPO plans 
is 60 days if payments are being made monthly. However, if payments are 
being made on a uarterly basis, coverage will be extended to the end of 
the uarter in progress or 60 days, whichever is later. 
Western Dental: Western Dental has designed a termination clause to 
protect the member. The member does not incur any additional fees for 
the early termination of a provider.
 
27.  How do you handle the additional cost 

of OSHA required infection control 
in your participating offices?

Aetna: These costs are a part of doing business.
Aflac: Since Aflac Group Dental doesn t have network re uirements, in-
sureds can choose any dentist without restriction. It is the responsibility of 
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each individual dentist to meet OSHA requirements.
Ameritas: All paid procedures are based on CDT codes. Infection control is 
a cost that is already anticipated in the provider’s procedure fees.
Anthem Blue Cross: Our relationship with network providers is an inde-
pendent contractor relationship. We are not involved with how participat-
ing dentists run their offices. We do not allow a participating network 
dentist to bill members or receive plan payment for infection control as 
those changes are not allowed to be billed separately from a contact-
ed dentist. On our Dental HMO plans, our contracted providers cannot 
charge members for the additional cost of OSHA requirements. It is the 
responsibility of the participating offices to absorb the additional cost of 
these requirements.
Assurant Dental Network: OSHA costs are the responsibility of the pro-
vider. 
BEN-E-LECT: This cost is maintained by each participating office. BEN-E-
LECT is not responsible for the cost.
BEST Life: OSHA costs are the responsibility of the provider.
Blue Shield: There is no sterilization charge paid by the member on our 
dental PPO plans; any additional OSHA costs are incremental and includ-
ed in the fees of the provider. 
BRIGHTER: OSHA costs are the responsibility of the provider.
Cigna: Typically, dentists include these costs into their overhead and we 
do not allow dentists to charge for this separately. For our DHMO plans, 
we pay an encounter fee to the dentist to help offset their added cost for 
OSHA-required infection control.
Delta Dental: The cost is included in regular dental office overhead. Net-
work dentists are not contractually allowed to charge Delta Dental or its 
enrollees a sterilization/infection control fee.
Dental Health Services: All Dental Health Services members are billed 
a small, set visit charge, which occurs regardless of the type of visit. This 
cost is designed by the company’s resident, staff dentists to cover the 
uni ue overhead costs of operating a dental office.
Guardian: Most dentists have incorporated the cost of Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requirements into the fees for 
services and do not charge separately. If it is the office policy to charge 
separately for OSHA, we do not restrict or limit the fee as long as all pa-
tients, not just the PPO patients, are charged. Since there is no CDT/ADA 
code for OSHA, Guardian plans do not cover such charges. Also, we do 
not allow participating DHMO dental offices to charge additional fees for 
this.
Health Net Dental: OSHA-required infection control procedures are not 
eligible for payment. It is industry standard to implement OSHA com-
pliant infection control standards for all equipment, facilities and staff 
without a standalone fee and/or reimbursement. For those dentists who 
do charge a separate fee, payment is the responsibility of the patient, 
although a Maximum Allowable Charge (MAC) is established.
HumanaDental: Most offices have incorporated the cost of OSHA re-
quired infection control in their overall service charges. These costs 
would be reflected in the data used to compile fee schedules. It s not 
usually a separate billable expense.
Securian Dental: The dentist must be in compliance with OSHA required 
standards including: 
1.  Meeting OSHA guidelines for hazardous material disposal including 

sharps.
2.  Meeting all state and local requirements for safety and health. The 

participating office would absorb any costs associated with fulfilling 
this requirement.

United Concordia: Participating dental offices include sterilization costs 
in their service fees. In turn, United Concordia uses these fees to deter-

mine our maximum allowable charge (MAC) and fee schedules. Through 
a partnership with an outside vendor, we offer participating dental of-
fices access to discounted sterilization monitoring services. All participat-
ing dental offices are re uired by regulations and by contract to maintain 
appropriate sterilization protocols.
Western Dental: Western Dental handles the additional cost of infection 
control in its rates and does not charge a co-payment.

28.  Do you provide utilization data to 
your clients and brokers?

Aetna: Yes.
Aflac: Employer groups and/or brokers can, upon request, receive stan-
dard utilization reports.
Ameritas: Depending on the type of plan funding, size of case and the 
level of information, utilization data is available in conjunction with HIPAA 
requirements.
Anthem Blue Cross: Yes, Anthem Blue Cross provides a complete stan-
dard utilization and reporting package. 
Assurant Dental Network: We may provide utilization to clients and bro-
kers upon request.
BEN-E-LECT: Yes. All data is provided at plan renewal and may be provided 
throughout the year by request.
Blue Shield: Yes. This is available upon request for employer groups of 300 
or more employees at renewal.
BEST Life: Yes, we provide utilization information for large groups.
BRIGHTER: Brighter’s platform collects utilization across the lifecycle of 
a patient. As part of the plan design, Brighter shares this data with bro-
kers and employers on a routine basis to track utilization and its impact 
to costs.
California Dental Network: OSHA and infection control costs are the 
responsibility of the providers. The plan will not permit providers to sub 
charge the members for either of these costs
Cigna: Yes. We generally provide a standard package of dental information 
reports quarterly or annually at no charge. There is a charge for standard 
reports produced more frequently and for optional reports 
Delta Dental: Delta Dental provides standard utilization reports to clients 
and brokers on an annual basis upon request.
Dental Health Services: Yes. Dental Health Services provides a wide 
range of utilization reporting, including treatment access, specialty claims 
activity, and member service call activity on client or broker request. Please 
call or email your Broker Advocate, and a Client Service Manager will help 
you and your clients receive utilization data and other information they 
need. 
Guardian: Guardian provides standard utilization reports, available 
monthly, quarterly or annually. 
Health Net Dental: Yes, we will provide utilization data upon request for 
large groups.
HumanaDental: Yes, on request and within the boundaries permitted by 
HIPAA.
Principal Financial Group: Yes, based upon the request of the client and/
or broker.
Securian Dental: Yes, we can provide this information to individually rated 
employer groups upon request.
United Concordia: Yes, utilization reporting is available to clients and bro-
kers for both PPO and DHMO.
Western Dental: Yes, utilization data can be provided on request to clients 
and brokers for large accounts.
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29.  Company Contact Information:
Aflac: Visit aflac.com/broker, call 
1.888.861.0251, or e-mail brokerrelations@
aflac.com to learn more about Aflac Group prod-
ucts and services.
Aetna: We have people available to talk with 
producers in a variety of
locations: http://www.aetna.com/insurance-
producer/producer-support.html. We also have 
a more general switchboard: 860.273.0123  
Assurant Dental Network: Paul Walker 816-
556-7677.
BEN-E-LECT
Mailing address: P.O. Box 7809
Visalia CA 93290. 
Physical Address: 5429 Avenida de los Robles, 
Suite A
Visalia CA 93291
www.benelect.com
888-886-7973. FAX (559)733-2325.
BEST Life
800-237-8543   Fax 949.553.0883
www.bestlife.com
email: info@bestlife.com
Blue Shield of California 
Producer Services 800-559-5905  
Member Services (888-800-2742
BRIGHTER
You can find more information on Brighter at 
brighter.com, email info@brighter.com, or call at 
888-203-4717
Cigna
900 Cottage Grove Rd., Hartford, CT 06156
www.cigna.com 

Delta Dental
Northern California Sales Offices
ncasales@delta.org
100 First Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-972-8300   Fax: 415-972-8466
11155 International Drive, M/S A2S
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
916-861-2409   Fax: 916-858-0327
30 East River Park Place West, Suite 410
Fresno, CA 93720
559-433-3010  Fax: 559-433-3009
Southern California Sales Offices
scasales@delta.org
17871 Park Plaza Drive, Suite 200
Cerritos, CA 90703
562-402-4040   Fax: 562-924-3172
1450 Frazee Road, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
619-683-2549  Fax: 619-542-0269   
Dental Health Services Corporate Office
3833 Atlantic Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90807
 Kevin Heinz — Director of Sales

Maria Escorsia — Sales & Service Director
562-595-6000   Fax: 562- 276-1211
email: kheinz@dentalhealthservices.com
email: maria@dentalhealthservices.com
Website: www.dentalhealthservices.com
The Guardian Life Insurance Company of 
America
Joe Stefano, director, 
Southern/Central CA, Las Vegas & Arizona
jstefano@glic.com
800-662-6464
949-885-1720    Fax: 949-453.9919

The Principal Financial Group
711 High Street, Des Moines, IA 50392
Rick Porterfield, Director, San Francisco, Sacra-
mento & North, including Oregon/Washington
Richard_porterfield@glic.com
415-490.4433    Fax: 415.828.1990 
www.principal.com 
Theresa McConeghey, assistant vice president 
— Dental, Life, Vision Products
mcconeghey.theresa@principal.com
United Concordia
888-884-8224
www.UnitedConcordia.com 
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It’s Time
to Disturb
Your Clients

Life Insurance Sales4by Allan D. Gersten

Sometimes a sale seems to slip away 
even after the client acknowledges the 
need for the coverage and recognizes the 
benefits of the proposal. Why is it hap-
pening? What’s needed is a hard hitting 
message that captures the essence and 
benefits of accepting your advice. And 
that’s what prospects are looking for. 
f they don’t find it, they don’t buy. 

f you think it’s easier said than done, 
you’re right. t takes skill and insight. 
Some years ago, an associate raised 
funds for a history museum sponsored 
by a large fraternal group. ost pros-
pects lived in distant states and would 
probably never visit the facility. sing 
direct mail, prospective donors were of-
fered an elegant medal to be presented 
personally by the organization’s head, 
plus their sculptured likenesses perma-
nently displayed in the museum. A goal 
of  was set. owever, in a brief time, 

 were subscribed at ,  each.
The sales task is always the same 

— capturing the client’s imagination. 

What skills are needed to inspire clients 
to take positive action on a solution? 
A thoughtful give and take between 
advisor and client is necessary before 
the client can make a positive decision. 
Today’s life insurance buyers expect 
to participate in developing the most 
appropriate buying decision. ut, as 
every advisor knows, the discussion 
can go far afield and become counter
productive. That’s why the advisor must 
keep the process on track so that it 
achieves a positive resolution with the 
client fully appreciating the benefits.

Advisors must separate themselves 
from competitors by bringing clients a 
fresh perspective that captures their at-
tention. istening and relating with the 
client are critical, and can be important 
in understanding clients’ make up and 
the values that can motivate action. To 
action. ere are three ways to do this

Relating and Understanding

robing questions can stimulate client’s 

insight, bringing meaning, focus, and 
clarity to the discussion. t takes hit-
ting a nerve for clients to move forward 
with a sale. ew salespeople seem to 
recognize that this process is essential 
in working with each and every client. 

Teaching and Adjusting the 
Presentation for Each Client

It takes a special ability to be objective 
in laying out the problem and solution 
for clients in a way that’s sensitive and 
relates to their needs, position, and 
viewpoints and allows them to embrace 
the solution. Advisors who develop this 
skill will separate themselves from the 
average life insurance salesperson. 

Be Direct and Control 
the Discussion

The advisor needs to stay focused on 
the ob ective throughout the discussion. 

sing professionalism and guiding the 
interview with an even hand are what 
it takes to achieve a successful result. 

It is important to be comfortable 
addressing a client’s economic and 
financial views. This may be the 
most difficult task of all for advi-
sors since it deals with attitudes that 
many avoid out of fear of upsetting 
and possibly alienating clients.

t’s only natural that many clients 
are cautious or even pessimistic about 
the economic picture. Advisors should 
point out the other side of the coin  
there has been economic growth, a 
soaring stock market, and an improv-
ing employment picture. isneyworld 
is more popular than ever; new cars 
are flying out dealers’ doors  and the 
market for luxury items has never been 
stronger. The cup is more than half full

ut the same cup can also be viewed 
as half empty, which is why it’s es-
sential to call attention to underlying 
uncertainties. This includes factors, 
such as the escalating national debt, 
low interest rates, higher taxes on divi-
dends and interest, and higher living 
costs. These factors have a punishing 
effect on savers and retirees, as well as 
workers, business people, and investors.

It may not be pleasant to raise these 
issues with clients who are looking 
for good news. ut, the client will 
have difficulty recognizing the need 
for conservative investments to save 

W
hat’s next after you’ve identified a life insur-
ance prospect and found a life product that 
fits their needs? All too often, advisors drop 
the ball by expecting the client’s positive re-

sponse to their proposal.  need to think about this,  
says the client.  really wasn’t prepared for that size 
premium.  ore often than not, it takes a hard hitting 
message to help clients meet their challenges. The mes-
sage may be disturbing, but it will never be nearly as 
distressing as failing to do our very best for every client.
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money and shore up family security 
unless they come to terms with a vola-
tile monetary and fiscal environment, 
potential inflationary pressures, and 
mounting municipal and state deficits. 

The Best Way to Approach and 
Solve a Client’s Problems

Discussing real world issues with 
clients helps them recognize that, like 
it or not, this is the environment in 
which they live and work — the one in 
which they will retire. And more than 
anything else, the one in which they 
want financial security for their family. 

Out of all this comes the opportu-
nity to focus on a client’s problems. 
These might include the following:
•  Spousal income, fam-

ily legacy planning
•  Estate planning liquid-

ity, asset diversification
•  Business continuity planning
•  Key person benefit planning 

and executive planning
•  Loss of income or disability and 

long-term care needs planning
Taking each issue separately, go 

to the next step by having discus-
sion with the client this discussion: 
•  Is the need or problem short-term or 

long-term? What are the potential re-
sults of allowing the problem to exist?

•  What has been done to begin to 
address the need? The information 
can sometimes be used as a lever 
to move into complete solutions.

•  What are the results of actions taken 
thus far? Talk about cost of not taking 
a full or improved solution. What is 
the cost do not having a full solution?
The next step is finding the funds 

to meet the various needs. Everyone 
involved should participate to obtain a 
commitment and buy in so that a client 
is on the way to achieving family and 
personal financial security. Advisors of-
ten unintentionally short-change clients 
by failing to engage them enough so 
that they fully comprehend the prob-
lems facing them and the value of the 
solutions required to overcome them. q
–––––––––
Allan D. Gersten, CLU, CFP, ChFC, is 
chairman of First American Insurance 
Underwriters, Inc., an insurance broker-
age that specializes in supporting agents 
in all 50 states with life insurance, 
longc term-care, and annuity products 
from more than 30 insurance compa-
nies. Gersten has been in life insurance 
sales since 1969 and can be reached at 
800-444-8715 or agersten@faiu.com.
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Amazing 
mysteries of 
our universe 
revealed!

Welcome to 
Broker’s Paradise™

 San Jose: 877-724-4671 • Sacramento: 866-405-2790 • San Diego: 800-872-0459 • Los Angeles: 877-654-3050
©2011 Rogers Benefi t Group

Our universe is health insurance. And unless you’ve 
been asleep at the wheel you’ve probably noticed that 
some mighty strange things have been happening 
around these parts. 

For example, if the last time your client changed 
carriers you had trouble helping them understand how 
to properly use their plan, you are not alone. What you 
have experienced is not a fi gment of your imagination. 
It is unfortunately, very real. 

If it’s down to earth answers you’re looking for, look no 
further. The account managers at Rogers Benefi t Group 
are here to explain the hitherto inexplicable. They are 
prepared to boldly go where no General Agent has 
gone before – right to the heart of the matter to talk to 
employers and employees alike, shedding light on all 
kinds of details like how to get the most out of each plan. 
And how to save money instead of spend money. 

Beyond the familiar boundaries of getting new group 
medical cases scrubbed, underwritten, and quickly 
approved, this new RBG dimension is known as 
“Advanced Full Service”. In the vast universe of General 
Agenting there is nothing even remotely like it.

Curious? Contact any of our 40 offi ces located across the 
country. Or visit our website at www.rogersbenefi t.com 
and see for yourself.  It’s the fi rst step toward fi nding the 
kind of support and service you’ve always imagined 
was out there.

rbg_mysteries0623.r1.indd   1 7/6/11   10:52:55 AM
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